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V I S I O N
Within an empowering
child-centric environment,
through numerous learning opportunities
and best teaching practices, we strive to develop
socially responsible, independent, knowledgeable,
lifelong learners and leaders,
equipped with multi-dimensional skills, values
and integrity to positively impact and contribute
AS GLOBAL CITIZENS

M O T T O

Reach out.
Reach high.
Reach beyond.
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F R O M T H E E D I T O R ’ S D E S K
NPS-RNR as an institution cannot be captured in a single phrase - the stately building, the
modern infrastructure, the child-friendly atmosphere - everything radiates a sense of
dynamism and expertise!
Anchored in Excellence - Be it academics, holistic development of students, proﬁciency of
teachers or even keeping an immaculate environment, excellence is a habit that has been
fostered since the beginning.
Dynamic in Action - As the years go by, the institution grows stronger and youthful, keeping up
with the latest trends in educational practices and other areas of functioning.
Trailblazing in Spirit - The NPS leadership has been courageous and creative in its efforts,
dauntless in the big strides taken to be at the pinnacle at the national and international level!
Chairman Dr K P Gopalkrishna fosters an exemplary work ethic that is a hallmark of quality
deﬁning all NPS institutions. Sir, thank you for this strong ediﬁce that has weathered storms
and grown stronger these 60 years!
Dean Dr Santhamma Gopalkrishna, a guiding beacon, has played a signiﬁcant part in the
evolution of the NPS Group of Institutions for 6 decades! Ma'am, many, many generations of
students owe their discipline and integrity to the values you fostered in this institution!
Director Dr Bindu Hari, innovative and future-oriented has brought in strides of change in
functioning and teaching methodologies to beneﬁt the future citizens of the world. Ma'am, you
enrich and empower us by being an example worth emulating!
Our CEO, Mr Hari Krishnan, has initiated the streamlining of various processes and brought in
improved and user-friendly technological procedures in order to keep NPS abreast with
changing times. Sir, you have guided and supported the development of various systems and
enabled us gain conﬁdence and be self-reliant.
Working in this pristine, professional environment has been a constant for anyone associated
with it, amid various transitory circumstances and has remained our support at all times.
It is indeed an honour to be entrusted with the responsibility of creating 'Timeless…' our
souvenir to mark 60 years of NPS! A task is not completed by mighty thrusts, but by tiny nudges
of many hands. The seeds of this souvenir were sown many months ago and when an enduring
thought in the mind becomes real, the journey is truly amazing and enriching. The
opportunities that came, brought in the realisation that creativity can never be used up - the
more you use it, the more you have! Our sincere gratitude to the Editorial team of Principals,
Coordinators and teachers who have contributed to the concept, content, design and fruition of
'Timeless…'
Our thanks and gratitude to 'The Scribble' for bringing to life the digital version of this
souvenir!
Ms Rajini Murali and Ms Sumithra L
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Someone is sitting in the shade today
because someone planted a tree a long time ago

to follow your heart and intuition to create an
environment of excellence in education. The diligence of our Founder
Chairman Dr K P Gopalkrishna and Dean Dr Santhamma Gopalkrishna, along
with Director Dr Bindu Hari and CEO Mr Hari Krishnan, has culminated in the
setting up of an institution that stands as a yardstick of quality!
This is where professionalism ﬂourishes – allowing us to direct our passion
and purpose in the right manner. The NPS group of institutions has made a
dent in the universe with its outstanding ability to create wholly rounded
citizens of the world. The keystone of the growth and success of these 60
years has been the brilliant minds that helm the establishment encouraging individuality, countering setbacks and forming a
convivial atmosphere for growth - our Principals.
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Dr. K. P. Gopalkrishna
Chairman & Founder Principal
TISB, NAFL & National Public Schools
India & Singapore
Another milestone in the lifecycle of NPS Rajajinagar - its 60th year and as it celebrates its
Diamond Jubilee with splendour, it is also an opportunity to review the years gone by, the
vision that saw the establishment of the ﬁrst school of the NPS family - that of NPS Rajajinagar
- the dream of providing education and more so holistic education that took fruit and the
steady growth that has happened since then. The school has from its inception persevered to
impart effective education and produced responsible students equipped with skills that
enhance and enrich their lives and society. NPS has grown from strength to strength and built
institutions of repute both within the country and abroad. The high standards it has
maintained have been acknowledged by the Central Board of Secondary Education, New Delhi
with the award of autonomous status way back in 1992 - an accomplishment and an
accreditation of a high order.
To quote Rabindranath Tagore “The highest education is that which does not merely give us
education but makes our life in harmony with all existence”. The function of education is to
teach one to think intensely and critically - to teach one how to think rather than what to think
and depends on the interaction between the teacher and the learner. A famous saying goes that
it is a gifted teacher who can infect a generation with the excitement of learning. The
important question hence, is not just how much the student has learnt of Mathematics or the
Sciences, when he has ﬁnished his education, but whether he has learnt to think through the
application of real problems, whether he has learnt to care and become a better human being,
working for the beneﬁt of society. Formal education will help make a living, self-education will
help him make a future.
So teachers, you hold the world in your hands. It is what you think, what you do, and what you
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are in the classroom that ultimately shapes the kind of learning that young people get. I would
like to share a few points with the students. The ﬁrst lesson to be learned is to make yourself do
the things you have to do, when it ought to be done. Form a picture in your mind, a sense of your
personal destiny. Learn your strengths and apply them, identify your weaknesses and
overcome them, ﬁgure out how to balance work and leisure. School offers a unique period in
your life when you can focus exclusively on personal development - what do you hope to make
of goals you have set. Through learning we re-create ourselves, through learning we are able to
do things we were never able to. In the words of Dr. A P J Abdul Kalam “the ignited mind of the
youth is the most powerful resource on earth…..and if properly directed could bring about
transformational changes in humanity”.
Change is inevitable; it is a continual process, involving complexity and difﬁculty, and is vital
for future learners. 'To cope with a challenging world, students must develop the capacity of
developing new skills and attitudes; in short the capacity of learning'.
I congratulate the Dean Dr. Santhamma Gopalkrishna, Director Dr. Bindu Hari, CEO Mr. Hari
Krishnan, the Principals and the faculty for their dedication, sincerity and untiring efforts in
keeping the ﬂag of NPS ﬂying high. Today the NPS family stands tall with many schools under
its aegis- each one of them functioning commendably and living up to the motto of the school
to “Reach Out, Reach High and Reach Beyond”.
On this memorable occasion, I would like to wish the students, parents and faculty of NPS,
Rajajinagar, all the very best in their endeavours. May they accomplish newer pathways in
excellence and achieve greater heights.
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Dr. (Mrs) Santhamma Gopalkrishna
Dean
TISB, NAFL &
NPS Group Of Institutions
2019 is a very signiﬁcant year for National Public School, Rajajinagar. The school has
successfully completed sixty years and is celebrating its Diamond Jubilee.
The attainment of the mission of the school – academic excellence, holistic development and
global perspective – has been a great achievement and a satisfying experience.
At the end of schooling at NPS, all students have emerged self-conﬁdent global young adults,
with positive personalities, capable of contributing their best to society and the world at large.
Our alumni who are spread far and wide stand testimony to this.
The school will continue to uphold its mission and will
“Reach Out, Reach High and Reach Beyond”.
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Dr. Bindu Hari
Director
TISB, NAFL &
NPS Group Of Institutions
Over the last 60 years, generation after generation, NPS has served society through education.
Completing 60 successful years is a momentous achievement and a time to celebrate and also
to acknowledge the role of our founders, Dr. K. P. Gopalkrishna and Dr. (Mrs) Santhamma
Gopalkrishna - their passion for education and unwavering commitment continues to mould
and shape the lives of thousands of children. This celebration is also an opportunity to thank
all those who made the NPS dream possible. It is a time for introspection and an opportunity to
redouble and rededicate our efforts to education.
For most students, memories of school have little to do with studying and more to do with
everything else. For me it was the delicious lunch in my friend's tifﬁn boxes, which mothers
lovingly ﬁlled up with mosaranna and chutney podi, aloo paratha, poori palya, etc; inter house
matches in throwball, basketball, badminton and volleyball, played with the fervour of an
Olympic competition; teachers singing or dancing on Children's Day to a super excited
audience of cheering children, and today as an Alumni as I write this article, I feel
nostalgia, and a pang at the loss of a carefree world left behind.
I graduated from school in the 80s and for 29 years as a Teacher, Leader, Trainer and
Mentor all my work has focussed on two areas - How can we prepare our children for
tomorrow's world? How do we best prepare our teachers and leaders to be able to help
our students realise their full potential?
The NPS educational philosophy is governed by beliefs about the purpose of education
and about the child. Our philosophy is based on our aspirational vision statement, striving
for holistic development in every child, an enormous dream with multiple goalposts and a
weighty responsibility too. The NPS vision aims at providing a child centred environment to
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develop socially responsible, independent, knowledgeable, lifelong learners and leaders
equipped with multidimensional skills, values and attitudes. The means to developing these
qualities in children is through multifarious activities and appropriate teaching learning
strategies. We believe all education received should stand the student in good stead as he or
she goes forward through this journey called life beyond school.
The long term goal is to provide a holistic experience to empower students to positively impact
the society they live in and contribute as responsible citizens. Hence, the emphasis is on
student well-being enabling the cognitive, physical, social, emotional and spiritual realms of
child development.
The ancient Chinese adage, “It takes a village to raise a child”, meaning that raising a child
requires involvement of the whole community, holds good in today's world. In the past it was
parents, the extended family, grandparents, uncles, aunts, cousins and of course teachers.
However, with the increase in nuclear families, and absence of inputs from extended family,
the role of parents and teachers has become even more challenging and critical.
A formal curriculum creates opportunities for cognitive skill development, but it is a teacher's
constant endeavour to counter the inﬂuence of negative popular culture tainted by violence,
excessive consumerism, and ostentation. Teachers attempt to instil the habits of
perseverance and diligence and imbue character traits and values like patience, equanimity,
empathy, tolerance and magnanimity.
Parents are the ﬁrst teachers and dominant role models in the life of a child. We observe a son
walk exactly like his father or a little girl use her mother's language to express herself. A
parent's words, behaviour and actions are absorbed by the child and frequently adopted as his
or her own. The earliest emotional anchor of a child is a mother. Parents play a crucial role
helping a child make sense of a fast changing, often confusing world. Given the social unrest,
pervasive use of technology, changing social ethos and norms, health and environmental
issues, it is best for parents and teachers to combine their efforts and wisdom in raising
children.
Khalil Gibran insightfully describes the role of a teacher, “The teacher who is indeed wise does
not bid you to enter the house of his wisdom but rather leads you to the threshold of your mind”.
While it is incumbent upon every teacher to strive to ignite young minds, correct gently even
at the risk of incurring a child or parent's wrath, hold up the mirror to enable reﬂective thinking
and steadfastly root for every child's success, there is no personal glory in a teacher's life and
every teacher's selﬂess daily mission is to contribute so every child can learn, grow and thrive.
We are grateful our alumni have over the years carried the NPS values to different parts of the
globe. Their success bears testimony to Swami Vivekananda's famous quote, “Education is the
manifestation of the perfection already in man”. Every child holds the promise of limitless
potential and the purpose of Education is to bring out the best in every child, personifying the
NPS motto to “Reach out Reach high and Reach beyond”.
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Mr. Hari Krishnan
CEO
TISB, NAFL &
NPS Group Of Institutions
Use of technology in a school environment –Beneﬁts and disadvantages
Education in India, over the last few years, has come a long way in adopting technology. With
improved IT infrastructure, faster internet, and the ubiquity of smart devices, access to content
for education purposes is becoming easier.
In schools like ours, technology provides different opportunities to make learning more fun
and enjoyable; technology can encourage a more active participation in the learning process
which can be hard to achieve through a traditional lecture environment.
Feedback on the use of smart boards in our classrooms has been positive, and classroom
engagement higher, with the excitement of seeing planetary movements on screen or the
innards of the heart and understand its functioning.
Over the last year, NPS has launched its online fees payment system, and is quickly developing
various modules in improving teacher and school productivity, which are taking shape with
online attendance, timetable software, developing teaching resources, etc. A detailed
roadmap is being implemented.
Clearly, technology is here to stay, and the beneﬁts are easy to see, and not surprising,
given that the oldest students in school were born in 2002; this is the world inhabited
by our students, the digital natives. Their parents, commonly termed as digital
immigrants, were born in an analog world, where phones were tied to a wall, but who
adapted to technology fairly well, some of them seeing off DOS-based computer systems,
ﬂoppy disks, CDs and “non-smart” mobile devices. Many of our parents are doing
exceedingly well, riding the technology wave themselves, in their respective ﬁelds and
careers.
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Expectations of the current generation of parents is understandably high, when it comes to
technology. In an age of online shopping, speed of business is celebrated, and anything that
can be preﬁxed with an “e-” is appreciated, and progress is often measured by how quickly one
can say, “there's an app for that”. It is therefore not surprising that parents often feel their
children must be exposed to technology as early as possible, but it is equally important to
recognize the dangers of exposing our young ones too early, or without supervision.
These include, with their warning signs:
a) Video – gaming
Ÿ Child spends an excessive length of time, often ﬁve to six hours per session, playing video

games; some of these children can be as young as eleven or twelve.
Ÿ Overuse of thumbs, leading to difﬁculty in gripping a pen or pencil.
Ÿ Aggression towards parents/elders when questioned about playing for long hours.
Ÿ Anxiety/ need to perform better in cyber space/virtual games.
Ÿ Possible contact with dangerous strangers on the Internet.
Ÿ Poor concentration in class, inability to complete school work, due to lack of sleep.
Ÿ Decreased social skills
Ÿ Low participation or interest in physical activities outdoors, sports.

b) Excessive use of Social Networking sites
Ÿ Child ﬁnds online interactions better than real-life interactions.
Ÿ A feeling of inferiority, when peers seem to have a more attractive on-screen persona.
Ÿ Virtual bullying/shaming, leading to psychological issues, anxiety, depression, etc.
Ÿ Anxiety spending time away from a computer or a mobile device
Ÿ Feelings of loneliness

c) Information overload
Ÿ Ease of access to information on the Internet can quickly lead to information overload and

confusion, due to the plethora of content, some of them questionable.
Ÿ Common symptoms of information overload include fatigue, forgetfulness, lower

concentration, and in extreme cases, burnout.
It must be stated that a huge number of people do need to understand their “digital
responsibility”. Much needs to be done both by parents and educators. Children have to be
educated on being safe on the internet, cognizant of nefarious activities online, scams, keeping
their systems secure (banks regularly post about safety, phishing sites, etc.), understand good
“Netiquette”, understand legality aspects (such as software piracy, digital copyrights, etc.). It is
important for students to understand that technology has its beneﬁts, and bear in mind that
technology can be a double-edged sword, and ease of access should not lead to poor study
habits or to poor focus , due to the inherent pull of the entertainment aspect.
Clearly, there are challenges that will be faced, and an understanding of the beneﬁts and
disadvantages, can lead to better outcomes with the use of technology in our 21st Century
classrooms.
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Mr. Manoj Gopalkrishna
Director
Huron Consulting Group, USA
Son of Dr K P Gopalkrishna and
Alumnus of NPS Rajajinagar, Batch of 1979
NPS Rajajinagar has approached another momentous period in its history with the Diamond
Jubilee- a signiﬁcant attainment indeed - the completion of 60 illustrious years in the service
of society. This calls for felicitations and celebration and as the saying goes “The best attitude
is the sense of gratitude”. I send my warm good wishes and compliments to all at NPS on
reaching this milestone – the result of decades of determined and unwavering effort.
As I reminisce on my school days I recall the happy carefree times spent with my peers - the
classes we enjoyed the most, the PT period that we waited for with bated breath - to rush out of
class and reach the ground ﬁrst in order to be ﬁrst on the volleyball court , the sweet sound of
the school bell that signalled that much awaited time of the day - the lunch break - that we
spent playing with abandon after ﬁnishing our food in a jiffy, the friendships we forged that
have been lasting and many of whom we relate to even today. There are times when I have
wished if it were possible to turn back the clock so as to relive those happy-go-lucky times.
These memories will linger in my mind for ever.
Excellence in NPS is not an exception, it is a prevailing attitude. Those that pass
through its portals leave with an indelible and enduring stamp of quality within them;
and this is something I can vouch for. It is here that I learnt so much – from Math and
Science to debating and theatre, to building conﬁdence to meeting challenges and
coping with varied situations. The values and principles that were taught, the
discipline that was imbibed in me helped widen my thinking and build my personality
and for all this I have NPS, Rajajinagar to thank.
Profound words of appreciation for my parents Dr. and Mrs. Gopalkrishna from whom I
learnt the nuances of contending with demanding situations that helped me to deal with
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different kinds of people and learn effective communication skills. My parents with their
sincerity and dedication have seen NPS grow from its infancy to an institution of world-wide
repute. They have stood strong in adversities and it is their perseverance and commitment
that is being honoured today - and that I salute. How can I not mention my distinguished sister
Dr. Bindu Hari who is admired for her positive approach and has worked diligently to see NPS
rise to greater heights with her penchant for quality teaching and high standards. She truly
carries forward the legacy of my parents and assures NPS is on its upward course ever seeking
avenues for evolution and progress. Mr. Hari Krishnan CEO, National Public Schools has lent
his expertise especially in IT to strengthen processes and keep ahead with changing times. It
is wonderful to see my dear niece Ms. Josheta Hari bring in her youthful exuberance to add a
novel touch to the progress of the institution. They together ensure that the NPS brand takes
giant strides into the future.
Dear teachers, past and present, you have been instrumental in bringing fruition to the vision
of the founders of NPS, with your enthusiasm and loyalty - a big thank you to each one of you –
so too to all those who have in different ways supported and stood by the school. It is a
wonderful feeling that there are so many hands and hearts entwined in this precious
institution always wishing for its success.
What more can I wish for NPS? – A bright future, constantly evolving to changing times and
keeping its banner ﬂying high, always living up to its mission of providing quality education
and a safe conducive environment.
Gratitude and good wishes always.
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Ms. Josheta Hari
Administrator
Planning & Development
NPS Group Of Institutions
For six decades, NPS Rajajinagar has been engaged in a vibrant partnership with its students,
parents, teachers and alumni. With holistic education and academic excellence as its core
values, the school embraces the visionary ideals and values of its founders,
Dr. K. P. Gopalkrishna and Dr. Santhamma Gopalkrishna. It is their legacy that will continue to
shine even a 100 years from now.
NPS Rajajinagar provides its students with a platform to accomplish their goals and fulﬁl their
dreams. I am fortunate to have been a student at NPS and now have the opportunity to work in
NPS along with the dedicated and dynamic teachers and staff members. Their passion and
commitment to education is reﬂected in the success of its alumni. It is the individual and
collective contribution of each member in achieving this milestone with a great sense of
satisfaction and fulﬁlment. I am certain NPS will continue to grow in pursuit of higher
standards of teaching and education and in the service of the country. I congratulate every
single member of the NPS family and wish them continued success and happiness.
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Mrs. Sumitra Das
Mentor Principal,
National Public School, Rajajinagar
Sixty glorious years of commitment, towards the
cause of education and what an outstanding phase it
has been! NPS has grown in stature into an
establishment of international repute that is sought
by multitudes, an indication of the position it holds in
the world of education today. Started way back in 1959
as the brainchild of its founder, Dr. K. P. Gopalkrishna,
it has spread its wings far and wide to reach the
position of repute it enjoys today. NPS has always
been a platform for learning of the highest order and
has been diligent in providing to society, individuals who are proﬁcient in all aspects of
tutelage - be it academic or holistic. Students who have passed out from this institution are
spread all over the world, holding important positions in society and endorsing the values
imbibed in them by their Alma Mater. NPS continues to maintain high standards in all ﬁelds of
education, renewing and revolutionising all aspects to meet the demands and requirements of
change. Every opportunity at faculty development is encouraged, with the school paying
importance to modernising and updating resources.
I have had the privilege of being associated with this illustrious institution for a very long
period and this has been a truly learning and enriching experience – NPS has been a place
where I learnt from scratch various nuances of functioning and where I built my career. I have
been witness ﬁrst-hand to its sure and steady growth and to the dedication that has and
continues to be a part and parcel of its founders, Dr. K. P. Gopalkrishna and

Dr.

(Mrs.) Santhamma Gopalkrishna, Director Dr. Bindu Hari and CEO Mr. Harikrishnan. Their
effort, perseverance, enthusiasm has never waned; it has only grown and developed to
encompass all aspects of school life and transformed the institution into what it is today – a
trailblazer. They have taught children to wonder, to give meaning to their thoughts, to
understand that if they use their talents and work hard they will succeed in life, to respect and
take responsibility for their actions and most importantly they have ensured that each and
every student grows in a safe and secure environment. To quote John F Kennedy “As we
express our gratitude, we must never forget that the highest appreciation is not to utter words,
but to live by them.” That is what our founders have taught us and what they have done – lived
by example.
To the founders and architects of this eminent institution, I express profound gratitude and
extend good wishes for many, many more years of success and happiness. May the ﬂag of NPS
ﬂy higher and reach the corners of the earth under your guidance.
I wish the Principals, faculty, students and parents of NPS Rajajinagar, a bright future and the
courage to proceed with conﬁdence for the fulﬁlment of their dreams.
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Mrs. Malathy R Narayan
Principal, Senior School,
National Public School, Rajajinagar
History and Legacy – Two words that connect us to
this great institution, which grew and spread itself far
and wide over the last six decades. It's a place where
traditional values hold ﬁrm but allow for the youthful
ideals of the present generation to be expressed. The
greatness of this institution is not just about the
power of its Founders, Dr. K. P. Gopalkrishna and
Dr. (Mrs.) Santhamma Gopalkrishna and Leaders,
Dr. Bindu Hari and Mr Hari Krishnan, but more about
facilitating the greatness of those around them. For
them, education is about inspiration– of oneself and of others, it's also about motivation and
change.
The strong pull to teach at this school 19 years ago was something that I inherently felt and
acted upon. The fulﬁlment of seeing understanding dawn in the mind of a student is to me what
education is all about. I believe that teaching is not a profession. It's natural, instinctive and it's
like bringing up a child. There is no right or wrong, there are just different methods and
exploration guides us to the right one. It's all about the comfort, the joy, the tremendous
learning, the all-pervading vibrant atmosphere and the feeling of oneness of being in the same
place at the same time.
To me, this institution fulﬁlled every desire, challenged my capabilities, and made me discover
strengths and the means to develop them. I now realize its tremendous inﬂuence on me. It has
tested my skills as a teacher, educator and leader. It has made me reﬂect on my capabilities,
presented challenges and honed my decision-making skills. For me schooling is about life in
Technicolour - the bright yellow of joyfulness, the pink of wholesomeness, the red of family
bonding, the green of calmness and my personal blue hues of mindfulness.
Every person has a role to play in perfecting this world. I believe that we, as teachers play the
greatest part. To rise above an individual perspective, take a bird's eye view and see
how each person ﬁts into the entire scheme of things. One could say destiny brings
us to a place and time, but what we do there depends on ourselves and our pillars of
support. My wishes and prayers that National Public School, continues its unending
course through time, linking the lives of those of us irrevocably bound to it.
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Mrs. Mini Jayan
Principal, Junior School,
National Public School, Rajajinagar
Hearty congratulations to the Founder Chairman,
Dr. K. P. Gopalkrishna, the Dean, Dr. Santhamma
Gopalkrishna and the Director, Dr. Bindu Hari, as
National Public School, Rajajinagar marks 60 years of
providing life-changing education and cultivating
young minds. The seed of an idea sown in 1959 by
Dr. K. P. Gopalkrishna has grown into a strong tree, a
brand name for complete holistic education.
A famous philosopher once said, 'Inside all of us is a
hidden dream.' NPS has nurtured this dream of
thousands of youngsters who walked into the portals of the institution and ensured that they
walked out as conﬁdent young adults.
This Diamond Jubilee magazine is a historical document, commemorating these sixty
glorious years….. an irreplaceable moment in history - extremely special!
The spirit of the school is reﬂected in its motto, 'Reach Out, Reach High, Reach Beyond!'

NPS

Rajajinagar, as the ﬂagship institution, has laid the foundation for the evolution of other
National Public Schools in Bengaluru, Mysore, Chennai and Singapore.
I am proud of the commitment of the teachers to the holistic development of young minds
towards which our efforts remain focused. We celebrate this great occasion to remember with
gratitude our past, to strengthen our present and to look conﬁdently to the future.
Diamond has been the standard of exemplary purity and excellence since time immemorial
and I am truly honoured to be a part of this great institution which has carved a niche aligned
with the aspirational goals of 21st century education, while remaining consistent with India's
traditions and value systems. The school has imparted ethics, values and culture to the
students and I am sure that it will continue to maintain its excellence with great distinction.
Very truly said, “Your enthusiasm and hard work will inspire others to move forward with
actions that bring rewarding achievements.” I extend my warm wishes to all the stakeholders
of National Public School as they continue this journey on the road to excellence to shine for
the next generation and beyond!!!
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Mrs. Geetha Arunan
Director,
Global Montessori Centre, Rajajinagar
The diamond jubilee celebration of NPS, Rajajinagar
is an ode to the great visionaries Dr. K. P. Gopalkrishna
and Dr. Santhamma Gopalkrishna.
They started their humble journey in the service of
children 60 years ago and are now institutions by
themselves, providing mentoring and guidance to all
those who share their passion for education. The fact
that they introduced Montessori in the traditional
education setup 25 years ago, is proof of their vision
and mission of successfully providing a unique and
self-paced learning environment to our pre-primary children; thereby paving the path to
ensure that NPS students become global citizens equipped with varied life skills required in
the 21st century.
I am honoured to be associated with the founders and the great inspiring family of NPS group of
schools. There is no doubt, we all champion the cause of children. We have been journeying
together, and are ready to move ahead, embracing the challenges posed by the ever-changing
world; aware that if we do not invest wisely in our children today, we cannot hope to draw from
society in the future!
As Dr. Maria Montessori said “Children are human beings to whom respect is due, superior to
us by reason of their innocence and of the greater possibilities of their future.”
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Mrs. Shantha Chandran
Principal,
National Public School, Indiranagar
It is a great honour to be part of NPS, Rajajinagar's 60th
year jubilee celebrations. On behalf of National Public
School, Indiranagar I extend our heartfelt good wishes
to the Founder, Dr. K. P. Gopalkrishna and co-founder,
Dr Santhamma Gopalkrishna, the Principals, faculty
and the students of this great institution.
At the outset, our commendations go out to
D r. K . P. G o p a l k r i s h n a a n d D r. S a n t h a m m a
Gopalkrishna, who shaped a vision of academic
success for all students, one based on high principles,
with their drive for excellence in educational standards. You, sir and ma'am, have set a
powerful example for us to emulate.
Hard work and dedication are the bedrock of every great achievement. It's a time to recall and
recognize the contributions you have made in helping students who have passed through the
portals of this institution achieve their goals and for all that you have done for them during
these 60 years of service. We commend your ongoing commitment to excellence in the ﬁeld of
education.
With its distinguished tradition and culture, I am conﬁdent that National Public School,
Rajajinagar will carry on rendering services to the community, and put the school motto
“Reach Out, Reach High and Reach Beyond” as a beacon for all to see. On the happy 60th
anniversary of the school, I wish you all continued success in nurturing coming generations of
students to become upright, fulﬁlled and contributing members of the community.
Humble beginnings and difﬁcult challenges are the foundation of every great
accomplishment. Thank you for shining through.
As Ralph Waldo Emerson said, “Do not go where the path may lead, go instead where there is no
path and leave a trail.”
With best wishes.
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Mrs. Jyotsna Nair
Principal,
National Public School, Koramangala
National Public School, Rajajinagar is a sterling
example of how a far-sighted visionary, with the
compelling vision, unbridled passion and willingness
to move mountains in the pursuit of his goal, charted a
new course in the ﬁeld of education. Like a banyan
tree that provides nurturing sustenance to all that lies
under, NPS - Rajajinagar has been the mother lode
from which sister schools have derived the impetus
and the inspiration to script success stories on their
own. It is a matter of immense pride that in the last
several decades, NPS - Rajajinagar alumni have carved a niche for themselves in the Indian
diaspora while simultaneously contributing to the progress and development of our country.
And with a footing that is sturdy and stable, the school stands as a constant, embracing the
needs of the time with our Director Dr. Bindu Hari bringing about the indispensable winds of
change.
On the special occasion of the Diamond Jubilee of the school, the NPS- Koramangala family
would like to extend their heartiest congratulations and good wishes to each and everyone
who has contributed in their own big and small ways to the success story of the institution. Our
salutations to the one man army behind it all, our Chairman Dr. K. P. Gopalkrishna, ably
supported every step of the way by our Dean, Dr. Santhamma Gopalkrishna for the last 60 years.
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Mrs. Shefali Tyagi
Principal,
National Public School, HSR Layout
60 years ago, a little school with a big heart was born
in Rajajinagar and today with so many such schools,
National Public School has become an international
brand and a force to reckon with. Life ﬂies past in a
ﬂash, but memories remain forever. My years in NPS
is a collection of little moments which turned to
decades without me realising it. So many years, so
many days, so many thoughts, countless lessons and
all of it ﬁts together like pieces of a puzzle, which has
made me who I am today. They say you are never too
old to go back to school, but I have grown (old) in this very school and have been part of it since
the year 2000.
One value that is characteristic of National Public School is the humility of the people who lead
from the front. Humility is a great quality of leaders that derives respect and I am fortunate to
be led by those who personify humility. I take this opportunity to extend my gratitude to the
leaders who have been a beacon of light, encouraging me to grow from strength to strength. Our
dynamic mentors Dr. K P Gopalkrishna, Dr. Santhamma, Mr. Hari Krishnan and Dr Bindu Hari,
show us that leadership is all about action and not position. They strive for excellence and
even in the most difﬁcult of situations always stand by high principles and ideals.
When we mention Dr. Gopalkrishna, we are not just talking about a great educationist, but a
legendary one, who would open so many windows of the mind, sometimes all at once! He has
inspired countless people who walked his path and I am one such fortunate person.
One can acquire management skills through courses and books, but these are lessons which
can be learnt only from a person of Dr. Gopalkrishna's caliber and experience. To me, they have
been invaluable.
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Mrs. Hemalata Pillai
Principal,
National Academy For Learning (North)
On behalf of everyone at National Academy For
Learning (North), I extend my heartiest
congratulations to the Founder Chairman

Dr.

K. P. Gopalkrishna, Dean, Dr. (Mrs.) Santhamma,
Director, Dr. (Mrs.) Bindu Hari, CEO, Mr. Hari Krishnan,
Principals, staff and students on this signiﬁcant
milestone, as National Public School, Rajajinagar,
turns 60.
The Diamond Jubilee celebration is an occasion for
everyone to commemorate the common commitment
we have towards all-round educational excellence. NPS-RNR is a school devoted, not only to
developing a strong emotional quotient in its students but also equipping them with the right
academic and skill training they need to pursue fulﬁllment in various spheres of their careers
and be lifelong learners.
For successfully sustaining the vision for the past 60 years, I wish to also applaud the
concerted efforts of all the academic and non- academic staff who have served the school
since it was founded. Their commitment and sincerity have from time to time proved that NPSRNR truly deserves all the recognition and accolades it has received in all these years.
The pleasant memories of my visits to NPS-RNR on various occasions in the past few years are
still fresh in my mind. I vividly remember the enthusiasm and conﬁdent performances of the
students during the annual days and the dedication and zeal of the staff while conducting the
training programmes. A special shout out to the sincere and courteous support staff who
always ensure that everyone is made to feel at home.
I wish everyone at NPS-RNR best of luck and continued success in their future endeavours.
May the school grow from strength to strength and celebrate many more joyful anniversaries
in the coming years.
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Mrs. Catherina Koshy
Mentor Principal,
NAFL
Congratulations to our Founder Principals and
Chairpersons, Dr. & Mrs. K P Gopalkrishna, for their
exemplary, outstanding achievement in establishing
premier educational institutions in Bengaluru,
Mysore, Chennai and Singapore.
Pioneers and visionaries in education, we salute their
tireless effort and determination in delivering quality
education to thousands of students who have all gone
on to have successful careers and be responsible,
sensitive world citizens.
On this occasion of celebrating the Diamond Jubilee year of National Public School,
Rajajinagar, we pause to think of the many lives Dr. and Mrs. Gopalkrishna have impacted with
their sincerity, humility, practical wisdom, encouragement and motivation: not only students
but parents, faculty members and their families, support staff and well wishers...
Congratulations to the Director, Dr. Bindu Hari for extolling and taking forward what her
parents have established. Her vitality and dynamism propel NPS to greater heights.
Congratulations to the CEO, Mr. Hari, on instituting and implementing 21st century skills in the
management and administration of all schools ﬂying the NPS banner... may they continue to
Reach Out, Reach High and Reach Beyond, just as they have since 1959…!
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Mrs. Indira Jayakrishnan
Principal,
NAFL
Heartiest congratulations to our beloved Chairman,
Dr. K. P. Gopalkrishna and beloved Dean, Dr. (Mrs.)
Santhamma Gopalkrishna on the Diamond Jubilee
year of our very ﬁrst institution, National Public
School, Rajajinagar, Bengaluru, the jewel in the crown
of the NPS Groups of Institutions!
The occasion certainly calls for reﬂection on two
stalwart leaders, their kindred journey and the
generations of students, teachers and lives they have
touched. Their design thinking envisioned a
movement in education that played to children's strengths and transformed minds and hearts.
Their design for a chain of institutions has produced and continues to produce the most
enviable list of achievers across the spectrum of learning.
It was in 1988 that I ﬁrst met Sir and Ma'am as a greenhorn teacher of English and the impact
they made on my subconscious remains as fresh and vivid as that year! NPS RNR was the
benchmark for all that was right and informed and my training began at her premises! The
gentle, wise words of wisdom shared on how to teach, how to monitor and how to test students
remain etched to today. Their ﬁrm insistence on quality as a benchmark of our culture holds
good sixty years thence!
I have seen NPS RNR rise like a mighty phoenix from challenge after challenge. It is but ﬁtting
she laughs today in delight and triumph. She taught local and spanned global. She reﬁned the
essence of thinking, learning and curating knowledge. And in the process, she has
transformed legions to build a global union - the League of Fantastic NPSites!
Dr Bindu Hari, Director and Mr Hari Krishnan, CEO have acquired the baton of the new brigade.
The academic landscape of the founding heads has moved, heaved and morphed into 21st
century needs. Does the heart now beat to a new troubadour with a new tune and a new
beat The cadences ring out in richer vein - lead with light, regard and integrity.
Long live NPS!
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Mrs. Shubha Achaiah
Principal,
NPS International, Mysore
Congratulations to Founder & Chairman,
Dr. K. P. Gopalkrishna, Dean, Dr. (Mrs.) Santhamma
Gopalkrishna, Director, Dr Bindu Hari, CEO, Mr Hari
Krishnan, Mentor Head Ms Sumitra Das, and
Principals Ms Malathy & Ms Mini Jayan, on a grand
feat achieved! NPS Group of Institutions is an
Educational Empire of global acclaim! The diamond
jubilee celebrations of this ﬂagship brand is a
m i l e s to ne a c h i eve d , s t a nd i ng t e s t i m o n y to
undeterred commitment to excel, making it a legacy,
established over three generations.
This journey for team RNR has been a demanding one and every impediment has been
successfully surpassed. It's a matter of pride to watch students of NPS RNR emerge as leaders
and pioneers in various vistas, in the real world. They are role models with expertise for many
NPSites to emulate! Members in the NPS RNR alumni fraternity, who are grandparents, have
enrolled their descendants with our institutions. This fact reiterates their belief in our system
and also gives all of us in the family, immense strength. Being the foundation to the NPS
Empire, the school at Rajajinagar is a 'Parent Institution' that has led and inspired all sister
concerns in our family of educators.
Diamond jubilee celebrations - a landmark of 60 years is not a destination, but a journey to
greater success and glory! 'NPS Rajajinagar - West of Chord Road' is a sparkling diamond on
digital satellite maps because it shines the brightest when the search is for a 'World class
Educational Institution of All-Round Excellence'!
Best Wishes
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Mrs. Lalitha Das
Administrator,
NPS Gopalapuram, Chennai
Having spent over a decade with NPS Chennai as an
administrator, I have had the opportunity to observe,
ideate, share, implement and work with the brightest
educators who have ensured that the core values of
NPS continue to reap dividends for all stakeholders.
Today as we celebrate the 60th anniversary of NPS
Rajajinagar, I congratulate and wish the entire team
many more successes. This milestone offers a
wonderful opportunity to reﬂect on the history of NPS
and the important contributions it has made to
society and to the personal and academic development of hundreds of students over the past
and present.
As we mark this success, we have every reason to be proud of the school's achievements over
the past six decades and excited about its future. We wish them all the very best for their future
endeavours. I am certain that the school will continue its vocation of preparing students to
engage successfully both within and outside the country for many years to come.
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Dr. Caroline Pascoe
Principal,
TISB, Bengaluru
Congratulations to NPS Rajajinagar on reaching the
ionic milestone of their 60th anniversary. As the
eldest sibling within NPS group, TISB is proud to be
associated with this outstanding educational
establishment which has, in so many ways, set the
benchmark of excellence and led the way for the rest
of us within the family.
I always believe, certainly in education, the more that
things change the more they remain the same. Whilst
technologies have changed and the curriculum has
evolved, nevertheless, the passion for excellence, to fulﬁl each student's potential and to
provide a happy and holistic educational experience remains at the heart of NPS Rajajinagar.
As we strive to equip our young people with skills for the 21st Century I am sure that NPS
Rajajinagar will be at the forefront of future educational initiatives.
The culture and ethos of a school is very much determined by the people and the relationships
that are formed within the establishment. I am sure that as the current school, Alumnae, past
staff and the wider school community celebrate their successes, everyone will be able to
appreciate the traits that form a strong and common thread that runs through the community
and I wish everyone best wishes for many more decades of memories at NPS Rajajinagar.
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Dr. Matthew Sullivan
Head of School,,
NPS International School, Singapore
NPS goes from strength to strength in its 6th decade of
operation because of its clear focus on the quality of
teaching and learning within a nurturing and caring
environment. Tens of thousands of happy parents and
successful students testify to the lifelong learning
that all NPS teachers engage in. As educators we must
reﬂect the dynamism and ﬂexibility of the changing
world around us. NPS has always invested in its
teachers' learning with tremendous foresight and
generosity, and in this way has kept its workforce
motivated and excited about the next challenge around the corner. The NPS family is also
instinctively reluctant to jump on bandwagons, preferring instead to evaluate new trends
carefully and to hold on to our solid foundations of highly effective systems and staff, since
these powerful forces continually reinforce and further develop our holistic values and
educational outcomes year after year.
All three of my children attended NPS schools and their lives were transformed by this
experience. I send my heartfelt thanks to Dr and Mrs Gopalkrishna, Dr Bindu Hari and
Mr Hari Krishnan for their enduring and unwavering support, crystal clear vision and absolute
commitment to all members of the NPS community!
Best wishes
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Mrs. Sudha Balan
Principal,
NPS International, Perumbakkam, Chennai
I would like to congratulate NPS Rajajinagar on sixty
years of academic excellence. These sixty years since
the school's inception represent far more than a
simple linear progression in time. They represent
generations of students who have passed through the
portals of the school, who have both gone on to change
the world and who have returned to Rajajinagar with
their children and grandchildren, as parents and as
teachers. Hundreds of staff have worked with the
school and taken their skills and learning to different
schools across the country. We have gone from a world which was just seeing the advent of the
personal computer to a world where every student has an understanding of the internet at their
ﬁngertips, from a single school building in one location to a family of institutions across
countries.
Isaac Newton famously said: “If I have seen further it is by standing on the shoulders of Giants.”
NPS Rajajinagar is not a school that stands alone, but rather the giant from whose shoulders
the NPS institutions can see the stars. It is the seed of a learning ecosystem planted by a
visionary who saw the true possibilities of the future. Sixty years ago, Dr. K. P. Gopalkrishna
took a bold step based on his insight and vision. He built an educational institution from
scratch, developing an organisational culture and environment through hard work, grit and
determination. Today, the reputation and reach of the NPS institutions is world-wide, and each
new school is highly sought after by parents and communities alike. Over a dozen NPS schools
owe their existence to the very ﬁrst in the line, NPS Rajajinagar. Under the aegis of

Dr.

Santhamma Gopalkrishna, it was the pioneer which set the standard and tone for all others to
follow.
NPS Rajajinagar is the ﬁrst of the NPS family to celebrate sixty years of existence, and will be
the ﬁrst to celebrate many such milestones. Its position in the history of education and the
history of the NPS family cannot be overstated. This is truly a celebration for the ages.
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T TA
The NPS group of schools, NAFL, NAFL (North) and TISB, India and Singapore, have a rich
history of six long decades. NPS believes that teachers, like students, are lifelong learners and
thus established TISB Training Academy (TTA) in May 2013, as an effort towards providing
professional development in the ﬁeld of education.
Over the years, TTA has conducted many courses and programmes for aspiring teachers and
leaders, which are planned and delivered by expert trainers. The TTA team has experienced
educators who are actively involved in action research on 21st century pedagogies, various
aspects of the teaching learning for modern classrooms and effective leadership of schools.

Why do educators need professional development?

21st
CENTURY
LEARNING
Adapting to
frequent changes
in curriculum

Keeping pace with
technology

Meet changing
students' needs

Instructional
strategies for 21st
Century Learning

What does TTA have to offer?
Adding to the workforce of teachers Ÿ

TTA Diploma in Excellence in Teaching Practices for aspiring teachers

Strengthening the workforce both within the NPS community and outside Ÿ

The Post Graduate Certiﬁcate in Education - International (PGCEI) in collaboration with
the University of Nottingham for practicing teachers and leaders

Ensuring high quality practices within the NPS Group of schools Ÿ

Teacher Training Programme for all the new entrants into the NPS family

Ÿ

Leading from the Middle (LFTM) for middle level leaders, subject leaders,
pastoral coaches and professional development coaches

Ÿ

Building customised training sessions based on the Corrective Action Plans
designed by NPSQA

Ÿ

Leading 21st Century pedagogies lie Discovery Learning through Enquiry Based
Science Classrooms in the primary department of all NPS schools
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N P S Q U A L I T Y A S S U R A N C E
The NPS Group of Schools is synonymous with 'High Quality
Education'. To maintain and step up this lineage of over 50 years, the
Quality Assurance & Audit Cell (QA&AC) came into existence in May
2013. The QA&AC comprises of a Project leader, a Process
Coordinator and Subject Specialists – all with vast experience
in both Indian and International education.
The team has designed and conducted several quality
a ssurance audits in the academic and operational areas across the
NPS Group of Schools. The main objective of the QA&AC is to support the school and its leaders
in their endeavors to satisfy the requirements of all stakeholders, particularly with respect to
the teaching-learning process.

5

&

Improved QUALITY in:

The Beneﬁts
The beneﬁts of quality assurance audits can be
experienced by both established schools, as well as new
schools. The QA&AC helps new schools design policies
and procedures which are bespoke to the needs and

&
&

practices of the school. Older institutions can beneﬁt
from this process as it allows for reviewing of existing
practices and identifying gaps if any. Thereby ensuring
the high standards of the school are maintained and the
quality of teaching and learning processes are enhanced.

The Process
Driving improvement and monitoring performance are
the key elements in any successful organisation. The
basic purpose of the QA&AC is to collect objective
evidence, analyse the evidence, highlight areas of
improvement and create corrective action plans (CAPS). The QA&AC strives to be positive in its
approach and conduct, so as to make the entire process a partnership - working together with
the school to achieve continual improvement in its systems and
processes.

NPSQA and TTA (TISB Training Academy)

AUDIT

NPSQA works closely with TTA to build custom solutions for all

School
improvement
SELF- is a process
not an
AUDIT
event

schools as we endeavour to achieve a common goal: to become
model institutions of school education.

TRAINING

The effectiveness of any system is augmented by regular
reviews and continuous training; to support improvement

CAPS
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Consistency has been a hallmark of the NPS creed.
The faculty, with their unequivocal commitment to excellence
has been an integral part of the dynamism that deﬁnes NPS.

My days at NPS
“A good teacher can inspire hope, ignite the imagination, and instill a love for learning.....”
Remembering the day I joined NPS..... to this day when I am enjoying my retirement.
In between I grew up from my mid-twenties to the ripe old age of sixty. The lessons I learnt from my
students and superiors are infinite ......
I remember my first day in class XA. I can still recall the faces and some names of my dear and
naughty students. I later realised they came to class with a list of questions to check my knowledge of
history - the subject I taught in school for 32 plus years. Ah! but this kept me on my toes.
Preparing children for the 'Times Playfest', Quizzes, 'All India Radio' programmes were a treat. The
school backed us all the way so we could give our best. This is the time we got to know our students
better. While enjoying their playfulness both the children and we learnt where talents lay.
It's a joy being with the children, you never grow old, and you are constantly learning. Getting the
attention of the children before starting the lesson was very important. I always encouraged them to
come out with their experiences, thereby connecting the lesson to be taught. My subject, History, gave a
lot of scope for teaching values – comparing the present with the past. This encouraged newspaper
reading. At every stage we were encouraged and supported by the Chairman, Dr. K. P. Gopalkrishna
and Principal, Dr. Santhamma Gopalkrishna.
'The teacher is the one who gets the most out of the lessons, and the true teacher is the learner' - words
by Elbert Hubbard ring true to reality.
Ms Janet Sequeira

Jogging Down Memory Lane
It was around 9:00 in the morning as I was waiting for my scan, heard someone say loudly “ Asha
Ma'am, can I give you a hug?”
I looked at this smart girl in a white coat, she was a doctor now.
As I stepped inside the room, to my surprise, they were three NPS doctors there attending to me. My
heart swelled with pride seeing them there. Memories came cascading of all the little ones I
taught. They spring surprises, every time I meet them. Couldn't help but smile, life does come
full circle. I taught her alphabets and numbers and today she was reading my charts and reports.
As I stepped out my heart grew warm, my little ones were indeed special!
Ms Asha Indi
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Towards excellence in teaching
January 3rd 1977, I entered the esteemed National English School. 33 years have gone by in a flash. I
have retired, but my memories about the school are still fresh and I remember all the happy days.
On assuming charge as a teacher, I felt very important and special. I was full of energy and enthusiasm
and truly believe that abundant love for children and honesty towards the job are the key factors to serve
as a teacher.
In the earlier days, there was a gap between what I had to teach and what the students actually needed
to learn. Slowly, I worked towards reducing the gap, and I understood that, for teaching to be effective
there should be a partnership between me, the teacher and the pupils and better and innovative ways of
teaching had to be evolved. I exuded joy and was glad to have chosen the profession of teaching, where I
got a chance to shape young minds.
Despite all the difficulties and challenges that come in the way of teachers, there are many precious
moments that keep us going. Those moments push us to work harder and better.
The support we got from our mentors is commendable. Motivation is what gets you started and our
Chairman Dr. K. P Gopalkrishna inspired us throughout our career. “Habit is what keeps you going”
and our Principal Dr. (Mrs.) Santhamma has been a source of encouragement. With the blessings and
guidance of these two towering personalities, we developed the right attitude and excellent academic
skills in the students.
I am and I will be grateful for everything that the school has given me. Thank you once again.

Ms Kalyani Jagannathan

Memoirs of NPS
It's been 31 years I am associated with this esteemed institution. When I was asked to pen down my
feelings, it was a dilemma, where do I start and what do I share with all. Each day, in this
organisation, was memorable; every day was a learning experience. Too many memories come crowding
and remembering each one is nostalgic.
NPS, helped me to be what I am today. The institution has the capacity of moulding each teacher into
a highly professional individual. I am proud to be one such teacher and will always be grateful for that.
Wishing my school, students and colleague all the best on this glorious occasion..
Ms Jayasri Dasgupta

An institution that stands through time
I joined NPS, Rajajinagar in 1980 as a Math teacher. When I attended the interview, I was struck by
the size of the institution, the hygiene, facilities and the discipline. I was offered a position, joined
within two weeks and taught Grade 9 and 10 Mathematics for 24 years.
Colleagues who I worked with are now my longtime friends, students who I taught reach out to me
even today from wherever they are and thank me for the amount of homework I gave and say it taught
them the value of practice.
My teaching experience at NPS was extremely rewarding. My time at NPS has been one of my greatest
achievements.
On its 60th year I wish the management, all the teachers, students and parents all success for the future.
Ms Saraswathi S
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NPS on cloud nine
Kudos to NPS! It has completed sixty successful and glorious years.
I feel privileged to have worked in this esteemed institution.
First of all, let me extend my heartiest congratulations to our Founder Chairman, Dr. K. P. Gopalkrishna,
Dean, Dr. (Mrs.) K. Santhamma and their daughter, Director, Dr. Bindu Hari, for their tireless efforts,
in taking the institution to the topmost level .
According to Aristotle, "We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence, then, is not an act , but a habit”. To
be successful throughout is not a joke. Success is not something we run into, by accident. It takes sacrifice
and self-discipline. As we strive for success and fulfillment, we must remember that we cannot achieve any
of it by living in a bubble of self interest. Commitment to the community implies responsibility. Both Sir,
Ma'am and Dr. Bindu Hari have been working so hard to see every student progress and have the
opportunity to fulfill their potential and transform their dreams into reality.
NPS provided opportunities to youngsters who wanted to enter the professional arena and participate as
equals in the nation building project. Teachers at NPS are constantly trained in the latest methodology
through observation, workshops, presentations, preparing teaching strategies etc. Ma'am's super
presentation on, 'How the Brain Learns', enabled teachers to adopt this different approach in classroom
teaching, proved to be very effective.
Time just flew. I retired in 2009.
As a former faculty, I feel honoured to have been a part of the NPS family. I am thankful to you both, Sir
and Ma'am and I extend my best wishes on the occasion of the 'Diamond Jubilee'
NPS - looking forward to the next milestone, 'Platinum Jubilee’!

Ms Sumathi V K

NPS – Sixty years young and going strong!
I still remember the day I joined NPS as a freshly minted teacher in 1991. I was as anxious as a child
going to school for the first time, yet eagerly looking forward to the exciting and enriching journey that
lay ahead.
The seventeen years that unfolded thereafter, were filled with deeply satisfying memories – from having
the opportunity to serve the institution and society at large by making an impact on young,
impressionable and enthusiastic minds, to forging lasting bonds with fellow colleagues and senior
members of faculty to whom I am always indebted for having taught me so much.
Above all, thank you dear Sir and Madam, for all the encouragement and inspiration, and for being a
guiding light for all of us to follow.
I share with my colleagues the immense joy and pride of being a former teacher of an institution
of global repute, and I am glad I could contribute towards achieving the institution's goals in a
small way.
Congratulations to the NPS family on reaching this significant milestone, which I am sure is just
one of many more to follow

Ms Kavitha Yadunath
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Nostalgia
I recall the 33 splendid years I spent at NPS Rajajinagar with fond memories and nostalgia. At the
first block branch, where I had started my career, it was indeed my second home where I enjoyed
interacting with all the students, most of whom have passed out and become successful human beings;
which is a matter of great pride and joy.
I have always admired and been in awe of our respected Chairman, Dr. Gopalkrishna and Dean,
Dr. Santhamma Gopalkrishna under whose mentoring I blossomed as a faculty member and then
worked as a Coordinator in the primary section at the main school. My grateful thanks go out to them
and Dr. Bindu Hari, whom I have always looked up to.
The warm atmosphere at NPS always encouraged me to take on new challenges and responsibilities and
it was instrumental in shaping me into who I am today. This great institution has also been a temple of
learning for many thousands of students over these remarkable 60 years.
My best wishes and hearty congratulations to the Founders of this magnificent institution and wishing
NPSRNR many, many more successful years.
Ms Lalitha Francis

The world of children
“Let us sacrifice our today so that our children can have a better tomorrow.”
- Dr A. P. J. Abdul Kalam
Happy to know that the Diamond Jubilee celebrations of National Public School have begun. Having
worked here as a teaching faculty for nearly three decades it gives me immense pleasure and pride to go
down memory lane to pen my experiences about this memorable journey.
I ask myself:
Have I been a teacher or a learner?
The journey has been an enriching experience.
Emotional health being the key factor, as a teacher, if you are able to handle the emotional discomfort
of children with sensitivity then a teacher's journey here can become a memorable and inspiring one.
This has been my personal experience. Making them feel free, secure and comfortable brings out the best
in them and that then they will perform well in all areas of their choice has been the revelation here.

The Bodhi Tree experience
Being a class teacher of different grades during this tenure, the most satisfying aspect has been that once
children recognize your unconditional love and acceptance of them, they are all yours.
How they have responded under various situations has been amazing - To see their happiness and joy as
achievers, their tantrums when in anger, disappointment and sadness in loss, hurt and frustration when
they feel neglected, vibrant and enthusiastic when they are engaged in play and activities. Freedom
comes with responsibilities is what they understand better. All this I have watched with a sense of awe!!
Yes! Children are your teachers to a certain extent. You go through a learning experience when you are
with them.
I take this opportunity to thank the institution for this valuable journey I have experienced and wish
the institution many more glorious years of service to society .
Ms Prabhavathi V,

Alumni, Grade Seven (1965-66 batch)
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To my school with love
A teacher is the person who shapes the future of her students by providing them with the best of
everything for all round development. Teachers always take care of their students. Their committed work
cannot be compared.
A teacher in real life plays several roles as a guardian, care taker, instructor, mentor etc. - a long list of
responsibilities indeed. The psychological and academic development of a child depends almost entirely
on his/her teacher.
A good teacher not only teaches particular subjects but also strengthens the ethical foundation of the
students.
My experience as a teacher was very challenging and exciting. I taught the Kindergarten classes for a
long period of 38 years. I learnt a lot about the school and what is expected of the teachers to conduct a
successful class. I also learnt that teachers need to ensure that students learn the concepts taught in class
i.e., the objectives are to be achieved. I have learnt through experience that there is always more than
one way to solve a problem.
My sojourn with NPS, Rajajinagar was a pleasant and fulfilling experience and for that I wish to put
on record my appreciation for Dr. and Mrs. Gopalkrishna. They taught me from scratch the intricacies
of imparting knowledge and conducting effective classes. It is with their support and guidance that I
was able to grow and gain confidence.
I wish NPS many, many more years of success and accomplishment.
Ms Gladys Royn

Reminiscences of my good old days!!
I was a new teacher at NPS RNR in the year 2008. As a newbie I thought I'd feel isolated from the
others who already knew each other. I wanted to establish positive relationships with the other teachers
and staff - yes everyone experiences first day jitters!!
The awkwardness, the cliques, the struggle of who to sit with at lunch ... when you may feel like the odd
person out at work - it seemed daunting! But fortunately, the culture in this school embraced a
collaborative rather than competitive working environment; and made me comfortable. It was an
atmosphere of mutual encouragement, where asking is seen as a strength, not a weakness and sharing is
for the common good. Despite the demands of the job, everyone is happier as well as more confident and
informed. All my colleagues were approachable and they created opportunities to connect. We made
efforts to be more social at breaks and join in the conversation at lunch. I felt acknowledged and
comforted during tough times. It was indeed a harmonious workplace relationship!!!
Soon, I was better equipped both in terms of the quality of my teaching and in gaining support from all.
I was proud to have colleagues who inspired me every day to be a better teacher and a better person.
The first year was a breeze, where every day, no matter what, I could interact with students
who were happy to see me. My first teaching experience taught me a lot about what it means
to be a teacher and about myself too, as a future educator. I realised that I lacked proper sense
of time when I was teaching, so I learnt to make schedules of what was to be done at what time.
The ten years of my sojourn in this school opened my eyes to an entirely new world of teaching in
innovative ways. It was a privilege to work in this school and I am proud that I was on this
journey with my colleagues because together we had the priceless opportunity to impact,
influence and inspire young minds . Though my training wheels are off, I still recollect the
wonderful time I had with everyone at NPS; memories I will cherish and treasure forever!

Ms Padma Jagannathan
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NPS on upward trajectory
Diamond Jubilee is an important milestone that gives an insight of the distance travelled and what lies
ahead. I take the opportunity to congratulate Dr. Gopalkrishna and Dr. Santhamma Gopalkrishna
and Dr. Bindu Hari on NPS successfully completing 60 glorious years in the field of education. I also
thank them for giving me an opportunity to serve in their esteemed institution. Sir and Ma'am are both
unique personalities and are blessed with a competent daughter, Dr. Bindu Hari, to carry on their
legacy.
I am delighted to be a part of the Diamond Jubilee Celebration as I have had a long association with
NPS extending well beyond 35 years. The Diamond Jubilee speaks volumes for the aura of glory
surrounding NPS.
Effective teaching strategies for the benefit of students; varied activities for different grades such as novel
writing, environment based learning and to add - who has heard of Entrepreneurship for a sixth grader?
This particular project reflects how the school, besides concentrating on academics, prepares the child
right from a young age to meet challenges in life. The institution works on the principle of win/win - of
cooperation and collaboration for a better result. I am confident that with the strong leadership, devoted
faculty and efficient support staff the school will achieve new heights in all spheres in the years to come.
Dream big, sparkle more, shine bright NPS RNR.
Ms Tara V K

From a Teacher’s diary
During my tenure of more than 25 years at NPS, I have enjoyed teaching. This is because of the
wonderful students I had and also the new methods of teaching I learnt from the school. First of all I
was not even sure if I was cut out to be a teacher. The fact that I could possibly impact a young person's
life was exciting to me. This was a very profound and satisfying way to spend a day at work. My first
teaching experience taught me a lot about what it means to be a teacher and about myself as an
educator. It made me recognize that patience, understanding, compassion and sensitivity are essential to
this profession.
Each of my students had different levels of understanding and expectations, which was a challenge to
fulfill. It was hard work to try and get everyone on the same page. I learned that teaching requires more
than just reading out loud from books and guiding children through them. It requires personal
reinforcement, seeking feedback and many other approaches that I had never thought of. Teaching in
the classroom is a joy and needs creative, productive and effective planning. The satisfaction comes
when I see all my students grow and develop into mature individuals. My teaching experiences, as well
as interaction with my colleagues fostered a tremendous personal drive that helped me become more
confident. The school trained me in new methods of teaching, different from the conventional methods
and we participated in the training sessions with zeal and energy.
I would like to extend my profound gratitude for this exceptionally beneficial teaching experience. It is a
great satisfaction to see my students make a success of life; happy and well placed.

Ms Nalini Ananda
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NPS through changing times
Once, long back in my teaching career, I was talking to a tiny second grade girl. I asked her the usual
questions. “ What does your father do?' “Doctor”, she said. “And your mother?” Pat came the answer, “
She is a housewife, and also my father's wife”. I learnt that day, that just as a question needs to be
specific, so too, the answer.
Life is a learning process, teaching more so. Armed with just a Master's degree, I was a raw greenhorn
when I started my career as a teacher, and as each day passed, the learning curve grew exponentially.
Interacting with my students, I learnt psychology, pedagogy, and about individual differences.
Interactions with my colleagues empowered me, enlarged my horizon, helped me to experiment and
innovate. A plethora of workshops organised by our school, presentations by educators, exchange of ideas
and presentations across sister schools opened up new vistas and new concepts and enriched my learning
experiences. Madam Principal, herself enlightened us with her much researched, erudite presentation
cum lectures which became a constant source of reference we could fall back on. But the event which
changed my life and prepared me to face Gen Z came about in the mid or early nineties.
An American Educator (Mrs Judy Manoj, to be precise) had come to our school to fraternize and share
her experiences with the staff of NPS Rajajinagar. She opened her presentation with a question. “The
buzz word in the US of A today, is the internet. How many of you are hooked to the net?” she asked the
gathering of roughly sixty odd teachers. One and a half hands rose quiveringly, while the rest of us
gaped.
Some years later, we were exposed to the magic of computers. Overcoming the fear of the unknown was
no mean feat, the qwerty board trying our patience to the utmost. But conquering all our initial anxiety
and reservations, we realised that computers were neither aliens nor monsters: rather they were handy
tools for preparing question papers, writing report cards, documenting records, preparing power point
presentations, etc. The next obvious step was to invade the net and use it to our best advantage and
there was no stopping after that. In no time, computers and internet had become a way of life. And for
this, I will forever remain indebted to the school, for instilling in me the confidence to face the world
which is ruled by the net.
Thank you, NPS, this is my homage to the institution which was my workplace for almost three decades.
I am proud to have had the opportunity to have taught here.
Ms Mitra Dasgupta

Message from a former teacher...
Dear NPSites, this is to let you know that though I have retired from NPS more than a decade ago, I
am still catching up. Students, who are now scattered over the globe, doing good for the society,for the
sick, for the national economy, for the scientific development of the country or may be fighting
against pollution, are in touch with teachers.
This is a proof in itself that at NPS teachers walk some extra miles to impart and instill in
students a nameless feeling that flourishes and endures. The bonding with teachers and the
society at large is strong and solid. This is a sure sign of being a good productive human being.
So it's a common sight at school to see NPSite dads and moms strolling down the school walkway
holding the chubby little fingers of their kids – as life comes full cycle – the NPS banner
continuing to stand tall and shine bright.
Suchandra Bandyopadhyay
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Precious moments - a ﬂashback
It fills my heart with pride and happiness to see NPS RNR celebrating its diamond jubilee this
November. It makes it all the more special for me having spent 18 years of my formative career in this
esteemed institution. As I become nostalgic about this venerable institution which was my family for 2
decades of my life, I can't help but think about the amazingly positive impact the school has had on my
life. NPS has been shaping the lives of millions of children over the years and I am proud to
acknowledge the school's contribution to my own childrens' lives. To see them today as fine individuals is
a testament to the values they have imbibed during their schooling.
It was the year 1989 when I had the opportunity and the good fortune of joining the NPS family. I
have had the honor of being the first recruited faculty for the Computer Science department. Back then
the CS department was still in its nascent stages and it was a great challenge to evolve with this
fascinating science form which has now become an important part of all our lives. It was a continuous
learning experience for me every day and I am extremely proud of what our department could achieve in
terms of innovation and scale in the next two decades. I would like to thank the management for their
consistent support in all our endeavors. It was with their encouragement and mentoring that we were
able to conduct many memorable interschool science competitions which later became a hallmark of
NPS. Most importantly we have celebrated and rejoiced by involving ourselves in all the school
functions, be it Sports Day, Science Fair, Graduation Day etc with great enthusiasm. (I remember
even shopping for saris and accessories for myself for each school function).
I mention with great pride the two founding pillars of this great institution who have been instrumental
in shaping my life and career. Founder Chairman Dr Gopalkrishna Sir and co-founder Dr. Santhamma
Madam (whom we fondly referred to as appa and amma) are truly the most compassionate and
encouraging individuals I have ever seen. Discipline, decorum, order and hard work have been the
bulwark that has contributed to the golden standard of NPS over the last 60 years and Sir and Madam
have been exemplars, who have tirelessly implemented these facets over these years.
I have been lucky enough to have been mentored on a personal level by Sir and Madam and am ever
grateful to them for their guidance. The values that I have learnt over my years with NPS, has stood me
in good stead in my future entrepreneurship ventures.
I would like to thank all my wonderful colleagues who were like family to me. We continue to be close
friends even after all these years. The bond that we shared at school was special and it continues to
date. I am grateful to the NPS family for all the great memories and the enriched learning experience
which I will take with me throughout life. My thoughts and good wishes are always with our school
even though I am physically not a part of it .
My grandson starts his Montessori in NPS next year and I couldn't be happier than to see him being a
part of the NPS family.
Ms Shanthi Ramesh

(Former Computer Science Faculty)
(Lighter side)

During my first years at NPS, one day Sir casually asked me “how many children do you have?” 25 the
answer came immediately from me (then the strength of CS batch). He smiled and asked once again how
many children do you have ?
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Our hopes, our dreams, the time we spend with our mentors, colleagues
and children – to us, it is a way of life. It deﬁnes who we are. The NPS
faculty is proud to sustain the legacy of this great institution and take our
children forward into this millennium.

The NPS sporting spirit
I started my career in this esteemed institution on 30th May 1983, as a Physical Education teacher.
It is indeed a nice and proud feeling to be a part of NPS which is my second home for 36 years. I have
enjoyed each and every moment here. I encourage my students to reach their potential socially,
emotionally, intellectually and physically. They have been made aware of the benefits of living a healthy
and active lifestyle. I have seen many batches of students successfully passing out of this institution with
confidence and a smile of self-admiration.
I take pride in having shaped and trained the table tennis, lawn tennis, badminton, throw ball and
cricket teams of the school. I have never missed an opportunity to inculcate in the students the value of
discipline, self-esteem and ethics as well as pride for our culture and our school.
I am very thankful to the management for all the support they have given me and for providing me with
an opportunity to grow and develop into a mature and confident individual.
Ms Helen R K

My School - my pride
It was a hot Bengaluru summer morning twelve years ago. I watched with trepidation as nervous 4
year olds slowly filed onto the grounds accompanied by anxious parents. As I put on a brave face, I was
wondering who was more nervous that morning, the fresh faced children on their first day in school or
me. As I reflect on the events that led to this day, I recall my husband, enjoying his morning cuppa,
pointing out to a job advertisement in the newspaper. Though I was vaguely aware of National Public
School, my husband was excited because it was his alma mater. I had just completed a rigorous
Montessori course with hands-on sessions teaching children and was looking to fulfil my dream,
working with children and shaping them.
The interview with Dr. Santhamma, the Dean, was an eye opening experience. The passion and
dedication she displayed despite a lifetime as an educator inspired me.
A wailing child jolted me from my reverie. While I quickly rushed to the young one and gently soothed
him, passing reassuring looks to the stricken parents, I knew I was hooked. Thus began my love affair
with my job, which continues to this day. As I watch the students from my first batch shape and mould
themselves into adults and watch their talents unfurl, the sense of achievement and satisfaction I feel
cannot be matched.
As the school nears its diamond jubilee, I look back and realize – to make school meaningful every
single day for the last sixty years - this is what buoys the Dean and Chairman. The sense of pride with
which they have seen generations of children pass through these hallowed portals to become
contributing global citizens must be unparalleled!!

Ms Divya Raghavan
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“When educating the minds of our youth, we must not forget to educate their
hearts.” Most people believe that teachers only come in to teach their classes and go home, but truly speaking, the
job usually requires much more than that. Most days, it's like being a screenwriter, actor, public speaker,
counsellor, motivator or CEO!! As teachers, we also play the role of being parents to children at school.
Done well, teaching is magic, even with the many demands we shoulder these days.
I can definitely state that for me, the years I spent teaching at NPS, Rajajinagar were the most
transcendental years of my life! I believe that I touched more young minds than I ever had before or since.
I have realized that to be a good teacher, you need to be passionate about the profession and know why
you are doing it. It needs to make you happy.
In my 21 years at NPS Rajainagar, I have had the privilege of mentoring and training children from
Kindergarten to Grade 12 - subjects ranging from music and Math to English and Model United Nations
- kids with varied intellectual and physical abilities and maturity, each one unique and wonderful in their
own right.
As a result of teaching these children, I have developed a better sense of humanity. I feel more connected
to the world, to our past, present, and future. Sure, there have been students who challenged my ideas, but
they have made me a better person. I have learned how to handle all kinds of situations, as a result.
Teaching high school and senior school have kept me on my toes. I have had to be ready for the myriad
challenges faced by teens as they negotiate the shift from childhood to adulthood and have understood
that if I am dismissive of their problems, just because I know that they are typical teen problems, I will
lose them.
I love teaching high school and senior school because the students aren't afraid to question. They are
capable of so much. I love being a part of helping them discover that.
It is indeed a very demanding profession - from the demands on your time outside school hours, grading
tests, planning lessons and in many cases running extracurricular activities. You can find yourself very
easily in a state of mind where you're constantly worried about your students' performance, even at home.
After a day of teaching, despite the hard work, you have a kind of glow and a feeling of satisfaction that
you've earned the right to rest. There have been times when I've got the “aha” moment from a student and
that's when I have felt I've done my job well. Sometimes the students themselves come up to me and tell
me how much I have meant to them, and that is indeed a very rewarding moment!!
My deepest gratitude and greatest appreciation go out to Founder and Chairman Dr. K. P. Gopalkrishna,
Dean Dr. Santhamma Gopalkrishna, Director Dr. Bindu Hari for establishing an institution of this
stature and their relentless effort in maintaining the standards envisioned by them, taking it from strength
to strength. The ethos and values ensconced in this portal of learning is definitely worth emulating and
imbibing.
I have thoroughly enjoyed being an integral part of this extended family, where I have had several
opportunities to showcase my capabilities within as well as outside the classroom and have shouldered
responsibilities that have made me confident, empathetic, tolerant and well-rounded. I have also been
fortunate to be a part of and celebrate not only the Golden jubilee but the Diamond jubilee of this
noble institution.
My heartiest congratulations to the movers and makers of this splendid edifice of learning and
wishing them many more successful and glorious years ahead!!

Ms Usha Kamath
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A tryst with National Public School, Rajajinagar, Bengaluru
A school is not just a place where students and teachers meet and knowledge exchanges hands. It is a joint
venture involving many people which accounts for the success of the school. NPS was started in the year of
my birth 1959 - what a coincidence! My journey started as a teacher in this school on December 6, 1982.
Oh! What a pleasant journey indeed - continuing to this day in the year 2019!! I was appointed as
Science laboratory in-charge which suited my interest and temperament. Dr. K. P. Gopalkrishna often
visited the laboratory and gave me encouragement, ideas and suggestions to utilise the laboratory space
and improve its contents. He was so much involved and dedicated that once he even gave me tips on how
to repair the water and gas connections in the laboratory. His attention to details is legendary.
Dr. K.P Gopalkrishna and Dr. Santhamma Gopalkrishna built an empire of schools spread over different
regions and countries and now Dr. Bindu Hari ensures continuity and has become a role model. Their
enormous success and creation of institutions imparting knowledge comes from wisdom, hard work and an
active life.
After four years of absence from the school when my daughter was born, I was given my favourite job back
along with an admission for her. I can aver that the school played a significant role in shaping her and I
am proud to say she is a doctor now - to be more precise a surgeon at AIIMS. The founders of the school
handed over an excellent set of values to teachers. When the school faced challenges it has always risen
like a Phoenix and gone many steps higher to be the number one school in Bangalore. It has produced
great scholars, entrepreneurs and sports persons and most important of all good human beings. Few years
back I only attended exams but today I am able to conduct exams and I have become a multitasking
teacher who can do anything and everything. Thanks NPS for making me what I am today. We find
former students coming back to school with accounts of achievements in their lives and this gives us so
much of satisfaction. Today the school excels in sports as well as academics. This iconic institution
founded by Dr. Gopalkrishna has always been tirelessly working to fulfil its mission of imparting
education and selfless service to the society.
I am very proud, honoured and privileged to be associated with this great institution and I am very sure
and confident that it will grow to greater heights in the years to come. I thank all the Principals who are
patient, caring, inspiring, engaging, dedicated, motivating, helpful, amazing and knowledgeable; the
coordinators for their support and my colleagues for making my job easier and fun filled.

Ms Sudha Rangarajan

Opportunities beckon
NPS-RNR has been a 'land of opportunities' for me; the past decade and a half has been a trip of selfdiscovery! Amazing opportunities have come my way, some I thought possible, some maybe not…but I
learnt to say yes even if I was not sure I could do it….and then learnt how to do it later! The events in
school have extended my potential in various areas of creativity; writing editorials and reports,
managing events and even involved in making a documentary, all the while enjoying myself immensely.
The prospects are endless if the desire is latent. The atmosphere is conducive to productivity, creativity
and developing multidimensional skills not only for our students, but for the faculty as well. I could say
I have developed a much more rounded personality in this fertile ground of opportunities!
Ms Rajini Murali
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My journey in NPS
When I was asked to pen a few words about my journey in NPS, I was overjoyed. As I sat down to
write there were several thoughts that came to my mind, since my experiences in NPS date back to my
days as a student here and extend to today - as a parent and a teacher.
School is the place where one learns to be open minded, strong, face challenges and overcome them.
Apart from learning Math, Science, Social Studies, the languages and arts, the school also teaches us to
develop confidence to face society. The teachers and mentors support and guide us and their knowledge
and wisdom contributes to our lives in ways unimaginable. Along with memories in the classrooms and
hallways, I also reminisce on the ethics and values I learnt over the years as a student here. NPS taught
me to, set clear goals and have a plan of action as well as to identify my weaknesses and build selfdiscipline.
My journey in NPS as a teacher started in the year 2000, when I met Sir - Dr. K.P Gopalkrishna - a
person who inspires and encourages us to strive for greatness and see the best in ourselves. Following
this, I had an interview with the head of the institution, Mrs. Santhamma Gopalkrishna, who gave me
the opportunity to become a teacher at NPS, Rajajinagar. Her actions and demeanor continue to
inspire me to learn more, do more and become more efficient.
NPS is a prestigious institution with high standards of educational excellence – an epitome of comfort
and understanding that is provided not just for students but for the teachers as well. NPS has developed
professionalism in teachers by equipping them to adapt to dynamic and contemporary societal changes
through workshops and training programs.
Looking back, 18 years later, I realise that time has moved swiftly. My two kids have grown up to
become responsible citizens, thanks to the guidance of the NPS family. My experience at NPS has
fostered a tremendous personal drive, and has helped me become an independent, self-sufficient, and
hardworking individual. I'm proud to be a part of this institution and to be able to celebrate its
Diamond Jubilee. I have enjoyed the confidence and trust bestowed in me - all this would have been
impossible without the guidance of Sir, Ma'am and Dr. Bindu for which I am forever grateful.
Ms M N Bhargavi

The best days of my life
Life is not just a journey but an adventure in itself, worth relishing and cherishing.
I feel as though I started working in this prestigious institution only yesterday and more than two
decades have passed. It has been a journey of revelation.
With time, as teaching techniques, teaching styles and students have evolved, our school has ensured
that we learn and keep up with the pace, through various presentations and workshops, so that we are
not left far behind.
My experience in this institution has taught me to expect the unexpected, and to think out of
the box. It has broadened my horizon of learning to co-curricular activities too.
I have used all the strategies and methods I learnt, at the various workshops I attended from the
school, to effectively guide my students to bring their hidden potential to fore, so that they can do
their best not only in studies but also as responsible citizens.
The school has helped me understand, learn and grow not only as a teacher but also as an
individual.
Ms Nisha Anand Jagadisan
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NPS - my alma mater and my workspace
My association with NPS started way back in the year 1971 as a kindergartener. I have fond childhood
memories of school - afternoon nap time during kindergarten days, mass PT sessions on Fridays in white
uniform, sports events coupled with cultural programmes, the conversations at lunch I had with friends
in the rock garden, etc. - that I recollect but yet all these memories seem very recent, even though more
than four decades have passed. Now I am convinced that these are indeed indelible memories. As a
student, I have seen the school taking giant strides in the field of education. Today, NPS is well known
globally and I am glad that I got an opportunity to join this esteemed institution as a faculty. Since
then my journey, of over two decades, has been an unforgettable one.
I have many wonderful memories etched in my mind - one of them of being honoured for 25 years of
service thanks to the guidance and support of our Senior Principal ma'am, Sir and Dr. Bindu Hari. My
students are dear to me and are happy to see me every day. My first teaching experience taught me a lot
about what it means to be a teacher and also about myself, as a future educator. I love teaching my
subject and work hard to consistently plan and deliver good lessons.
I have been able to establish a positive relationship with colleagues without any initial hiccups. At no
point of time have I felt like the odd person out because the work atmosphere in this school has made
me comfortable right from day one.
Despite the demands of work, we found time to share lighter moments, mouth-watering recipes and so
on during lunch time. I am proud to have colleagues who have stood by me during tough times and have
inspired me every day to be a better teacher.
It is a privilege to work in this school and I am proud that I was and am on this journey with my fellow
teachers, because together we continue to influence and inspire the future of the world through children.
Ms Kanchana H
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No mountain high enough But the alma mater always beckons

an institution could boast of is the vitality that the
alumni take out of the campus, on to the far reaches of the world... allowing
the reputation of the institution to shine like a beacon. They carry the
conﬁdence that has been fostered here, to accomplish anything that they set
their minds to!
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Dear NPS family,
My heartiest wishes on celebrating the 60th anniversary of NPS! I'll always cherish memories of NPS
Rajajinagar where I spent all 14 years of my schooling. I can vividly recall participating in school day
events, extracurricular activities, the excitement of the yearly class picnic, having fun experimenting in
the science labs and dabbling with programming in the computer lab, to name a few. Life at NPS was
never dull and replete with lots of activities in either academics, arts or sports. It taught us the value of
being fully involved and the art of managing time well. The latter almost became second nature and has
been immensely useful over the years in professional life. We owe a great deal to our parents, teachers,
the support staff and the school for meticulously crafting a wonderful environment to learn and grow,
and for discovering and nurturing hidden talents early on. Looking back, formative years at NPS played
a big role in shaping our perspectives and provided us with the discipline and balance to blossom into
responsible individuals.
I wish you all the very best in continuing to take NPS to new heights!
Ajay Bhoj - (

2003)

When I think back to my time at school, I realise that it truly was one of the best times of my life. NPS
gave us a strong academic foundation - something I was very grateful for in college - while also letting us
explore other hobbies and interests. Annual day programmes were always incredible fun because we got
to perform on stage, had fun practising and performing with students of other classes, and skip lessons
in the process! The innumerable clubs and after-school activities available were also a lot of fun to
participate in. As a Computer Science student I practically lived in the CS lab for the last two years I
was in school, and I appreciate the fact that NPS gave us the resources to facilitate that.
The most important part of my school days, however, are the incredible people I've met there, teachers
and students alike. I've formed relationships that will last a lifetime while at school, and I will always
be grateful for all the support and guidance I've received from them. As I begin my PhD in Computer
Science, I realise that the twelve years I spent at NPS helped make me the person I am today, and my
memories of school are memories I will cherish forever.
Radha Kumaran - (

2015)

As alumni of NPS, Rajajinagar there cannot be a prouder moment than ringing in the Diamond
Jubilee celebrations of my Alma Mater. I consider it an honour having graduated from this prestigious
institution. I have realised it's the foundation and discipline instilled by the school which keeps me
grounded and is the path to my success to a large extent. The lessons learnt, friends earned and
memories made here will always remain a cherished part of my life. Here's wishing NPS many more
successful years.
Sanjay Nair - (

1988)
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We tend to appreciate a lot of moments long after they have passed. My journey through school has
been one such experience. Long awaited picnics, random gaming sessions in the CS Lab, bearing the
Orion House flag and winning the marching cup, organizing a flash mob in the morning assembly NPS is a bag of memories I will cherish forever. I think I have become a better person and I owe it to
the foundation laid by my alma mater.
Manu Kothari - (

2012)

"Miss! Bell rang, Miss!"
That excited voice unmistakably belonged to one happy, hungry soul who could not wait to reach out to
the packed lunch in the 'steel dabba' from home.
Rushing out from classrooms like bees, the buzz in perfect sync even in chorus, the muted time was just
a covered distance of hushed talk and chuckles endorsed by disciplined walk while passing the
Principal's office on the way out. To find a place in the rock garden to lunch was the prized win of the
day, maybe just second to not being held up for unpolished shoes if they weren't Rin-white enough...!
Many memorable lunch breaks were spent among the rocks with shared food - heartily relished, in
between little joys too to share. The lunch was finished quick enough to spare a few minutes for games
before the bell rang again. Time to make that line back to class and turn around for a quick whispered
chat before 'Miss' came!
Chat, back then, was only across benches and not fool-proof. Strangely, these incidents too, have gladly
made stories and woven their way to fond memories from the good old days.
Yes, school days. The best! However cliché this may sound, the package was complete and has stayed
with us through life!

Rajashri Damodaran - (

1988)

My earliest memories at the first block Rajajinagar campus of NPS date back to when I was about five.
It was my first day at NPS and everything seemed very different compared to my previous school. The
teachers were new, unfamiliar and tall (it's all relative at that age!) and I was scared. The assembly had
started and my parents had just dropped me and left! I was having none of this strange place. While
everyone's eyes were closed for the morning prayer, I decided to leave and made a beeline for the school
entrance which did not quite have a gate back then. It almost worked as I was running fast,
until a school attendant/helper appeared out of nowhere and picked me off the ground before I
exited, and brought me back to the assembly. As it turned out, this was a school I learnt to
slowly love and over the next dozen years the ecosystem of school management, teachers, fellow
students, facilities and opportunities helped lay the solid foundation on which my personal and
professional life rests today and I'm very grateful for that. Congratulations to NPS on its 60th
anniversary and best wishes for a brighter future!
Best regards,
Ananth Bhoj - (

1997)
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NPS helped me pave a path to a good career and a well -rounded personality. Looking back, it was the
support of dedicated and kind teachers, amazing friends and the constant focus on hard-work and
discipline that made the experience of school so enriching . The one important lesson from school that
I take forward with me is to always ask questions when in doubt. I remember this coming from
multiple teachers and it has always helped me understand work better, gain perspective from all sides,
be a team player and make friends. Thank you NPS!
Chandra Smitha Chukki - (

1998)

National Public School, my second home, is far more than just a school to me. I can proudly say that
my school has history and heart. It is the place where I found my first mentors who held my hand
through my formative years.
All my teachers and the administrative staff have played an integral role in shaping my personality.
Their tireless efforts and ever-friendly faces taught me the best lessons to survive the real world and stay
grounded.
NPS is where my best friendships were forged. We didn't realise we were making memories, we just knew
we were having fun.
Time moves in one direction, memories in another, but, NPS always follows my name as my almamater. I couldn't be prouder to be an alumnus of NPS and will always fondly cherish these memories.
Suraj Srikumar - (

2014)

From kindergarten to high school some of my best childhood memories are associated with NPS RNR.
To all the lunch breaks spent sampling everyone's food while exchanging the latest gossip is a fond
memory we friends share a laugh over even today. All the teachers that have helped me become the
person I am today, their wise words and encouragement holds a very special place in my heart. Today as
I am moving away from home to pursue my master's degree, I remember all the times I've made mistakes
and how the teachers showed me the right way and the discipline and principles that NPS has taught
will always remain with me. This has groomed me to face all the challenges in life with a calm and
balanced perspective.
I will always cherish NPS, my home away from home.
Ankitha Shetty - (

2015)

14 years...I remember it more as my first home rather than "another home"...My parents tell me - I never
wanted to miss school!
Be it academics, athletics, public speaking, team spirit...the strong foundation was laid here thanks to
the untiring efforts of the teachers and staff. Not surprising that the friends I hold dear, who have stood
by me through all, are those I found in its hallowed halls. Memories of the library, rock garden,
assembly time, sports day, Rhythms (our cultural extravaganza) are etched in my heart. 2003 batch will
also be remembered for having an official graduation ceremony for the first time!
As a doctor who takes care of children and as a parent, I believe there is no work more rewarding than
inspiring the future citizens of the world...and for that Kudos NPS RNR!!
Shalini Hegde - (

2003)
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School attention! School stand-at-ease! School attention... This still resonates within me as my first
experience of getting over stage fear; of giving the command in school. While for most people this was a
drill, for me, it was life changing. This responsibility gave me the confidence to face bigger challenges
and learn basic nuances of discipline, leadership, and planning. Looking back almost a decade and a
half later, I feel a sense of pride for what my alma matter has contributed in my formative years.
My memories of school send me almost into a parallel universe, of a simpler and care free life, while
without my knowledge, moulding me into a more capable adult, and teaching values and principles I
carry to date. The peers I've studied with make me proud each day with the immense value they add to
society at large, and friends I've made have been pillars of support - these relationships I will cherish for
a lifetime.
Most importantly - my teachers, I owe everything to, for the patience they showed with me, the
knowledge they've imparted and the values they've deeply inculcated in me.
A red salute to NPS.
Prayag Arun - (

2004)

June 1999 to March 2013, NPS has given me 14 years of memories to cherish for life. Whether it was
my first day in KG-1 where I learnt about the globe or the last day when I teared up at graduation,
recalling every instance brings a smile on my face.
NPS will always be a part of me. Today, when I meet people from different realms of life and discover
that they're from the NPS family, an instant connection gets established. I'm proud to be an NPSite!
Ananya R - (

2013)

Being an NPSite
Reach Out, Reach High, Reach beyond - No truer words have been said, as my school NPSRNR has
made sure I live up to its motto. The ambience and discipline at the same time friendliness of the
faculty with the students, combined with their relentless effort to bring out the best in every student puts
many in awe. I started out at the age of 6 and have ever since been an NPSite. My teachers have been
so kind to me, they have acknowledged my talents and encouraged me to take up new fronts I
had never dreamt about. The annual day, the sports heats, the lunch break, the science fests,
entrepreneurship market day and of course, the picnics have given me so many beautiful
memories I cherish and hold very dear to my heart. I thank the school, from every fiber of my
being (teachers, support staff, infrastructure) for making sure that I was well taken care of in
what I call my Second Home!
Aditya Shankar - (

2019)
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The NPS in me lives on!
Recently I had gone back to visit my Alma Mater, National Public School in Rajajinagar, and what
was waiting for me was something I could have hardly anticipated. Well sure, technology keeps
advancing and it only makes sense to stay up to date with the latest trends. However, you never expect
certain things to change, well as an example getting up in the morning and collecting your newspaper.
As much as you can read the news online, there is still some excitement about collecting the paper in the
morning. Extend that to the classroom, and you'll see how much NPS has advanced in terms of
technology.
When I reached the school, I was initially put off by the new buildings and the smart classrooms. I still
remember every morning each one of us were hoping to be the chosen one, chosen to go to the staff room
and get a few pieces of chalk for the teacher to write with. Well we did have the morning assembly
before that. Its been more than six years since I graduated from NPS, but some memories are just worth
remembering all your life. My school day began at 7, when I had to get ready, and make sure that I had
kept all the things ready for that day. This included all my homework, my textbooks and the notebooks
that I had to carry for the day. The van would come right to my place, and after boarding, I reached
school by 7:35. Well forgive me if my timings are a little off, it has been six years after all. The prayer
was scheduled to start at 8:15, which roughly gave me around 30 minutes of free time. One thing that
was almost a prerequisite for beginning a school day, was forgotten homework.
It was only after we reached school, and spoke to our classmates that we realized there was always some
subject homework that we had missed, and the 30 minutes of free time that I previously mentioned,
would be judiciously used to complete the homework. I remember the 8:15 prayer to be relatively
straight forward, with all of us standing in lines of increasing height, and split according to our class
and sections. Post that was the walk to the classroom, where we would be closely monitored for our
badges, shoe polish and haircut among other things. The walk on the stairs was also monitored, and this
time to make sure none of us skipped stairs. As far as I can remember the schedule was split as three
subjects, a short break, three more subjects, lunch break, and then three more subjects to close the day.
At the beginning of the year, we would be given our timetable, so we knew exactly what to expect each
day. More often than not, it would be the class teacher's subject to open the day. I am not going to
name any of my teachers, for the fear of not remembering a name while I write this, but I loved and
enjoyed them all equally. But I am not going to lie, there were 2 classes that we all very eagerly looked
forward to. We always waited for the PT class, and any free period. You couldn't blame us for that, we
were still kids back then, and in many ways I still am. I did have a few other places that I frequented,
mainly the computer science lab. Oh, and before I forget, we also looked forward to classes where we
were promised that we would be taken to the rock garden, a small little garden, where we could just sit
and talk.
Well I guess, the routine of school is something you get used to pretty quickly. I hated being absent
anyway, and the classes were something I always looked forward to. There is just something about the
teachers at NPS that makes you want to learn. I wouldn't be lying if I said I miss that, and sometimes I
yearn to go back to simpler days of NPS. But life moves on, and me along with it, and I am glad that
NPS was a part of my life. Looking back at it, and I do quite often, I am standing where I am today,
because of NPS, and I am glad to have these memories. I could probably keep talking if I wanted to
about each subject, each teacher, and the fests that I was a part of, but I will keep that to myself for
now. I don't think I will forget anything about NPS, and given a chance, I would love to be back where
it all began for me, National Public School, Rajajinagar!!!
Badri Sundararajan - (

2013)
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FUSIS - ENJOY PHYSICS
Fusis in Greek meaning nature is Physics.
Kindly do read its basics,
Written in the form of lyrics,
Its various branches as precis.
Walk through physics is Mechanics.
See through physics is Optics.
Hear through physics is Acoustics.
Feel through physics is Heat and Thermodynamics.
Bodies in motion is called Dynamics,
Bodies at rest is Statics.
All these under the action of forces in Mechanics,
Exists in Newton's laws as classical Physics.
Light is an electro-magnetic Radiation.
Exhibiting wave phenomenon in interference, diffraction and Polarization.
But goes as rays in reflection and Refraction.
As quanta in Compton and Raman effect Explanation.
Acoustics is sound generation, propagation and Reception.
With sound travelling in the form of Wave-motion,
Its highest frequency in the Ultrasonics region,
Has a variety of practical application.
Heating gives rise to Expansion.
Rise in temperature a feeling of perspiration.
The principle of refrigeration,
Works on thermo-dynamic calculation.
Sparkle through physics is Current-electricity,
Ohm's law, a fundamental necessity.
Here we measure Resistivity,
Results are metals having high Conductivity.
Modern physics is for entertainment.
Semi-conductor technology its major development.
Einstein's photo-electric effect its major advancement,
Radio-Activity an accidental achievement.
Atom, a basic builder of all matter,
Has a Nucleus in its center.
Nuclear-Fission is produced by a reactor.
Nuclear-Fusion is a combination of atoms that are lighter.
Thus goes a series of invention.
Science and technology in progression.
For many more future generation.
Trust, these are all God's wonderful creation.

-

.

(

1976)

.

. .

. .

.
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How we
See the world...

which, in turn
creates the results
we Get.

determines
what we Do...

Decades ago, we entered the Big Gates
Saw new faces and met assorted people
Life's learning inoculates from here.
With multi-colored bottles and wax crayon, pre-schoolers trot in
A decade later, spectacled and trimly-dressed confident high-schoolers march out
In class, imitation transformed to understanding
On the grounds, classmates & friends gathered into gangs
Personally, ME collaborated and shaped to OURS
Spiritually, 'morals' from stories represented 'tenets' of life'.
Now, in the 'DO' and 'GET' sphere, we reflect back to our 'SEE'
At decision thresholds, in the choice of professions:
Doctors & Officers, Teachers & Engineers.
The Circle of Reflection remains the same
Values imparted by Parents and Dames
Build our today and visualize our tomorrow.
As we introspect, we learn-unlearn-relearn
The necessities for the Need of the hour
And transfer the 'GET' to the generation next.
And thus the circle continues…..
We gratefully thank the Teacher Community who has made us, what we are today.
Thank you! Dear Teachers of NPS.
-

(

1988)
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All that I am and all that I hope to be - I owe to NPS. These red iron gates have opened the world of
opportunities to me and have taught me what I am truly worth. Ever so often, I come across difficult
situations in life, but I reassure myself that I am an NPSite. I will never say never!! This very spirit has
been NPS's biggest gift to its students. I surprise people when I tell them I loved my school and hated
missing a day! Why? Because, NPS was and is family to me. The bonds I cherished with my teachers
and classmates were above any other I will ever form. Through thick and thin -Through crayon
scribbling days, that awkward teenage phase and finally through the threshold of young adulthood- my
teachers were mentors and friends. What I have experienced at NPS is rare and I know for a fact that I
would give anything to relive those days. You can hand me the most chic designer dress and shoes, but
my heart will always be in that neat pinstriped shirt, brown skirt and red tie. NPS…..You weren't just a
school, you were and will be our world!
-(

2012)

In summer of '83, I joined as an NPSian!!
Later moved on to become a proud Indian!!
With Santhamma ma'am as my 'principal' head-teacher,
And Damayanthi ma'am as my grade 6 class-teacher,
I endeavoured onto a new course, an exciting new journey
Filled with lots of good thoughts, an everlasting memory
From Canadian to Indian education
From more practical to more theoretical mode
Learning new languages to engaging a new participation
Learning new methods to developing a new subject in-road
In just one year I achieved the 7th rank... A "Student of the year" moment
In the future, became a hard working achiever...
Like all trying for that "Super 30" achievement
We all graduated as a formidable batch of achievers
We are now established doctors, educators, engineers, entrepreneurs, lawyers (and what not)… A
successful set of reformers
There are so many things I have missed
Fond memories and events when I felt blessed
In the summer of '88,
Happened an event - graduation... A life changing fate
Penned in the lap of mother nature...
Hope this will be loved and be part of an editorial feature...
Wishing all the best you peacocks and flamingos...
This is Raj "Bond" signing off... Adios Amigo!!
(

)-(

1988)
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To rephrase a popular saying, you can take a person out of NPS but you cannot take NPS out of a
person. It is said school is what shapes your character and life teaches you the rest. NPS has left a
distinct mark on each of us and has made us better human beings with a much better understanding of
the world than others. We are ready to face anything. Thank you, NPS!
-(

1998)

My Alma Mater NPS
I will begin by saying, this has happened to me a few times.
Attending a big party of about 100 people, I was getting lost in the sea of unknown faces and voices. I
randomly picked a group and tried getting into a conversation. There were a couple of them that I really
could get on the same wavelength and after talking about backgrounds, we discovered that we went to
the same school NPS and they were seniors. This incident could be a coincidence but when it has
happened more than once, I stopped to think.
What is it that makes us NPS students so different and yet so connected? Thousands of miles away
from home, I was getting drawn to a group of people that I didn't recognize. There was this spark to
passionately discuss about many things around us. They all had the same thing to say to me. There is
something about NPS kids we said and smiled.
Coming from different social backgrounds, culture, language and food, the connection that got us
grounded was NPS. Apart from the academic excellence, the teachers and our mentors made sure we got
the right discipline in our lives. They helped us with our discovery of possibilities and made us realize
the potential we have. We were being groomed to become responsible successful individuals. We just
didn't know then.
My memories of the school are the drama practices on the rocks of the small hill that used to be within
the school premises, fun science labs, the skeleton in the lab who we named Raamu, throw-ball and
volleyball matches, sports days, singing the school prayer in the morning and the National Anthem in
the evening, reading news for the school on selected days, debates, science exhibitions and so on. My
proud moment was when I came second, a Rs. 25 check was given to me for a Physics project on
refraction.
I developed strong bonds with school friends. Back then we planned activities together, helped each
other through tests, shared food during lunch breaks. Little did we know then that these memories will
be etched forever in our hearts and will become a part of our life so precious and dear to us. When I see
my friends from school, the smile that lights up my face expresses a true feeling of happiness. That
happiness in my life translates to me being a part of my alma mater NPS. I am married to a NPS
fellow classmate, need I say more?
-(

1988)
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Windows of opportunity
A vibrant whirl of colour, imagination and talent

. True creativity comes from using both
sides of the brain. We strive to stimulate our young minds to try the unusual
and the surprising. Co-scholastic events in school create an environment
that stimulates our young students and opens the way to new opportunities.
The aim is to create individuals capable of doing new things, not simply
repeating what other generations have done. They also help develop a sense
of camaraderie and teamwork, among other qualities. Be it a class assembly
which they put together in 2-3 days, or a show for their parents to enjoy,
which entails months of practice... our students are game for all... and enjoy
themselves during the process.
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Here and now
Our space where transformations happen

a healthy community and healthy students. It
is a huge asset that helps in the path to progress. The infrastructure in school
allows for a free and safe space for development, to explore and to grow. The
changing landscape of this institution's infrastructure has facilitated in
staying abreast of changing trends in educational needs.
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Stand up, stand out
What it means to be an NPSite

, sincere effort and intelligent
execution. It represents the wise choice of many alternatives that are
available to the students – within school and outside.

Our roster of

achievements reads of triumphs at the state, national and even international
level. They represent the spirit of an NPSite - imbibed with the will to win, the
desire to succeed and the urge to reach full potential that allows them to
achieve personal excellence.
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Arvind Aradhya
This young achiever is the
recipient of an £80,000 scholarship
covering a four year engineering
degree at the University of
Warwick. Arvind was also one of
two International semi ﬁnalists in
the “Red Rover goes to Mars”
training mission organized by the
Planetary Society in association
with NASA and JPL, USA
A budding poet,
B h a r a t w a s
felicitated at
W a s h i n g t o n D. C .
with the 2001 World
Champion Amateur
poet award and won
a prize of US $ 20000.

Aditya Narayan
To go as “The Indian National Brain Bee Champion” and a
proud representative of my country to a place steeped in
world history, was my dream come true - ADITYA
NARAYAN – 7th position. International Brain Bee 2013

Nidhi Ramaraj:
This National Brain Bee champion won the 3rd place at the
International Brain Bee Championships (A Neuroscience
competition conducted by The Society for Neuro Sciences,
University of Maryland at Canada in Aug.'09.

Lakshminarayana
He is closely following in the footsteps of
his father Dr. L. Subramanian. He is adept
at both Carnatic and Western styles of
music and has won several distinctions
and awards. Performing since the age of
seven, he has enthralled the President of
India and other dignitaries both in India
and abroad. He is described as the “new king of Indian
classical violin” by the Times of India.

Abha Jain successfully emerged
the 3rd Runner-Up at the
International Brain Bee
2011 at Florence, Italy.
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Aditi Varshini Chandra
A n av i d d e b a t e r, A d i t i
Varshini Chandra, Grade X
was one of the 10 best
speakers at the interschool
Parliamentary debate 2018
conducted by National Law
School of India, Bangalore
and selected to be a part of
the Indian Debating Squad.

Art for Humanity
Flute recital by
Chinmay K
Haritas
Guiness world
record, Limca
book of records,
India book of
records

1M1B Future Leaders' Program - United Nations, New York City
Shrish R's project Aqua Udyog
aims to generate employment in
rural areas with an eco-friendly
and cost effective aquaculture
project. Shashank Noubade
worked on reducing single use
plastic in shops and homes.
Shreekar Puranik presented his
idea on equipping students, cab
drivers and the neighborhood community with ﬁrst aid
and basic emergency response skills.

Paris World Games 2019
The U-15 Girls Basketball team took part at the
Paris World Games held in Paris from 7th to 13th
July 2019 and emerged the Runners up in their
category.

Eastercup Tournament - Berlin 2019
Our young boys' team took par t at the
International Eastercup held at Moabit,
Germany in two categories – U-13 & U-14. In the
U-14 category, they brought home the trophy,
beating a strong Eagles U-14 team from USA.

2017 GE STAR Award
The GE Foundation and the Institute of International Education (IIE) have
designated Spatika Jayaram as a recipient of a 2017 GE STAR Award in the 4-Year
School Category for the essay she submitted.
In recognition of her outstanding achievement she receives a ﬁnancial award of US
$3,000 and National Public School, Rajajinagar receives US$500.
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Bharat Shankar, Ashutosh Bharadwaj

Brahm Prakash Memorial
Materials Quiz
Indian Institute of Metals
This National event was held on
20th and 21st September 2019at
IIM Kalpakkam. Our team
emerged winners among 34
teams from all over India.

Gothenberg Basketball Festival 2018

U-13 team of girls were competed against 52 teams and claimed
the top spot by winning the ﬁnal game bringing home the trophy.
Gothenberg Basketball Festival 2018
Mihir Suman Avalakki
Also participated at the Trofeol
Easy Kart championships in
Italy, ending 8th overall in the
standings. He was also awarded
Best Driver of the Year - 2019

Aabir Lal Biswas,
Sukeerth Ramkumar
Technothlon- IIT GUWAHATI
One of the ﬁfty teams selected
all over India through logical
thinking, creativity,
visualization & problem
solving.

Winners at Youth International Basketball
Tournament, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
The Senior Boys team were the proud champions of the
International Youth Basketball Tournament 2016 organized by
BIG7 Entertainment and held between 16 - 20 December at
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
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Swimming Federation Of India, Rajkot, Gujarat

Neha Manjunath Kagathi
Our Wizard of Wondrous Words!
The Procassins (Trilogy) – Rise of the Saviours
penned by Neha M K, a student of NPS
Rajajinagar, was launched with great fanfare on
the 24th of May 2015 at the Jawahar Bal Bhavan,
Bangalore. Eminent personalities graced the
dais and the book was released by Dr K
Radhakrishnan (former Chairman, ISRO).
Times Spark – Read To Lead

Shatakshi Sarangi

Bharath Shankar

Anvesha Girish

Saanvi S Rao

Anvesha Girish- 3rd place in 200m Butterﬂy
Stroke and 2nd place in 4 x 100m Relay
Saanvi S Rao - 2nd place in 200m Breast Stroke
Gothenberg International Basketball Festival
2016

Ruhi Mitra

Times Spark, an initiative by Times of India,
encourages students of Grades 9-12 to develop
reading, thus helping them understand better
about society and environment. Our students
emerged national winners and were awarded
cash prizes between Rs 1,00,000-2,00,000 as
scholarships.
International Tournament Easter Cup,
Berlin Germany 2017

The girls' and boys' basketball teams of
National Public School, Rajajinagar, played at
the prestigious Gothenberg International
Basketball Festival in Sweden. The boys' team
secured the 6th place and the girls' team placed
8th out of 50 in their respective categories.
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Shifting sands and changing times
Tiny or tall, we share a special bond

, childish patterns to beautiful designs, each
NPSite from Kindergarten to Grade XII and the faculty have added their
personal touch and created a magic carpet – a small effort to etch a piece of
history in stone.
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To step inside, eyes wide with wonder,
Into a brand new, colourful, mysterious place.
New beginnings, new faces, new nooks to explore,
Oh! This is where we want to grow.
60 years of history wrapped around us,
A warm, secure, comforting, all-pervading place.
A hundred, thousand little things - vibrant, happening,
We etch it all in our memory as we pass through its gates.
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Authentique

… of the days gone by. They bear the hand
prints of those who came before us, what they achieved and make us wonder
at which peak of their lives they revel now! These artifacts of NPS - what if
these pictures and objects could speak? What would they tell us about our
predecessors? They are treasures to be cherished!
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A visionary's map
It all started here...

-

,

,

1959 and laid the foundation for building institutions with the highest
standards in education. The timeline of 60 years is a signiﬁcant milestone in
the progress for creating powerful value driven environments crafted for
carefully nurturing children, leading them on to greater heights. This group
of institutions withstand the testimony of time, constantly and dynamically
evolving, progressing and expanding. To us, they represent a niche in history
where we fulﬁl our destiny. It is real, it is happening, it is our world - We call it
the NPS Family!
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D I A M O N D
J U B I L E E

To
building
legacies
and
nurturing
talents
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National Public School

1036 A Purandarapura, 5th Block, Rajajinagar,
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